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green,	 orange	 and	 blue	 text	 in	 the	 left	 corner	 are	 names	 of	 cycle	 paths.	 By	 touching	 the	
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1.1. Research approach The	work	in	this	thesis	is	guided	by	the	following	overarching	research	question:		
 






1.1.1. My role With	a	background	and	several	years	of	experience	in	media	arts	before	starting	this	PhD,	I	rely	on	my	design	judgment	to	base	design	choices	made	in	the	demonstrators	(Nelson	and	Stolterman,	2003),	from	the	very	start	of	selecting	an	issue	to	the	actual	design	and	deployment	process.		It	allowed	me	as	a	researcher	to	be	positioned	in	the	middle	of	the	design	process	and	study	the	design	process	from	within.	However,	during	the	process,	I	was	constantly	aware	the	dual	position	of	designer	and	researcher	is	not	evident.	As	a	designer,	I	aim	for	my	design	to	be	liked.	In	the	evaluation	of	the	design,	I	therefore	paid	attention	to	the	exact	formulation	of	the	questions	to	prevent	researcher	bias.				
1.1.1.1. A flexible, exploratory approach Designing	a	public	visualization	that	corresponded	to	a	real	local	issue	while	also	responding	to	a	relevant	research	question	proved	challenging	to	set	up.	The	first	study	Street	Infographics	(Chapter	2)	was	therefore	set	up	without	a	clear	research	question	beforehand	yet	the	design	anticipated	on	a	local	issue.	Yet	the	act	of	placing	public	visualizations,	observing	the	behaviors	it	caused	and	listening	to	responses	of	passers-by,	informed	my	design	judgment	and	revealed	the	potential	of	public	visualization.	This	experience	caused	me,	for	instance,	to	further	study	the	application	of	narrative	strategies	for	the	design	factor	of	content,	as	I	expected	it	would	encourage	engagement	of	passers-by	(Chapter	5).	Similarly,	in	Street	Infographics,	I	noticed	the	engaging	potential	of	distributing	public	visualizations	(Chapter	6).	In	contrast,	in	the	second	case	study	(Chapter	3),	I	defined	a	clear	research	question	beforehand	in	which	three	different	set	ups	could	be	compared.	In	this	study,	participating	passers-by	appeared	to	have	little	time	for	interviews.	Perhaps	this	was	because	the	public	visualization	did	not	respond	to	a	local	issue,	causing	them	to	be	less	engaged	in	the	study.	To	solve	this	problem,	I	decided	to	repeat	the	study	in	a	more	controlled	set	up,	and	as	such	receive	more	qualitative	research	data,	leading	into	an	additional	study	on	evaluation	methods.	These	examples	showcase	how	my	design	research	process	was	a	constant	interplay	between	the	variables	of	the	actual	real-world	practice	and	the	research	context,	and	was	therefore	in	need	of	a	flexible	approach.			




1.1.1.3. Designer bias As	a	designer,	I	also	found	it	important	the	public	visualization	was	attractive	to	look	at.	I	gave	attention	to	the	content	in	relation	to	color	schemes,	typography	and	materiality	of	the	demonstrators.	However,	time	for	design	was	often	limited	as	the	set	up	of	the	research	approach	received	priority.	In	several	of	my	case	studies,	I	did	not	present	the	best	possible	design	to	my	opinion,	which	was	something	I	struggled	with	from	a	designer	perspective.	However,	from	a	researcher	point	of	view,	I	believe	exactly	the	unfinished	dimensions	of	the	design	caused	me	to	be	curious	and	open	for	comments	on	the	design	in	order	to	identify	the	space	for	improvement	in	future	design	work.	This	way	of	approaching	the	research	question	helped	to	think	further	than	the	actual	design	at	hand,	and	reflect	on	the	concept	of	public	visualization.						
			 	
Figure 1.1 The context in which a public visualization resides divided into three 
design factors: from content (e.g. visualization, data, topic as title) to carrier 
(e.g. façade, display technology, interaction technology) to environment (e.g. tacit 
aspects of neighborhood). 
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1.1.2.1. Content Public	visualization	deploys	data	sets	that	are:	i) contributed	through	invisible	civic	infrastructures	without	the	citizen	being	aware	of,	e.g.	mobile	phone	traffic	(Geneve,	2012),	and		ii) volunteered	through	public	polling	devices,	e.g.	submitting	sentiments	on	particular	urban	challenges	(Behrens,	Valkanova,	gen.	Schieck	and	Brumby,	2014).	Both	types	are	already	an	integral	yet	invisible	part	of	public	space	(Offenhuber	and	Ratti,	2014).	As	shown	in	Table	1.1,	most	commercial	deployments	of	public	visualization	present	contributed	data,	such	as	mobile	phone	traffic,	sensor	networks	and	geographic	locations	through	GPS	(e.g.	(Geneve,	2012;	Helsinki,	2013).	Academic	examples	of	public	visualization	are	focused	to	study	the	integration	of	volunteered	data	(see	Table	1.1	such	as	via	public	polling	(e.g.	(Koeman,	Kalnikait	and	Rogers,	2015)	or	sending	messages	(Offenhuber	and	Seitinger,	2014)	(see	Table	1.1).	Studies	that	focus	on	the	representation	of	contributed	data,	however,	seem	to	be	missing.		More	than	ten	years	ago,	the	visual	design	of	these	representations	was	mainly	based	on	minimalism	(Tufte,	2006),	in	order	to	focus	attention	to	the	actual	chart	or	graph	and	not	the	embellishment	surrounding	it.	Yet	at	that	time,	studies	in	infovis	mainly	targeted	expert	users,	in	order	to	augment	task	efficiency	in	analytic	tasks.	These	functional	motivations	are	now	becoming	questioned,	as	a	broad	audience	is	increasingly	being	targeted	with	data,	and	more	qualitative	goals	like	insight-generation,	memorability	and	discussion	are	intended	(Hullman,	Adar	and	Shah,	2011).	It	has	been	shown	that	visual	style	(Vande	Moere,	Tomitsch,	Wimmer,	Christoph	and	Grechenig,	2012)	and	type		(Cawthon	and	Vande	Moere,	2007)	of	a	visualization	influences	the	sense-making	process	in	so	far	that	its	embellishment	can	actually	significantly	influence	its	first	impression	(Harrison,	Reinecke	and	Chang,	2015),	and	lead	to	insights	that	are	more	memorable	(Bateman,	Mandryk,	Gutwin,	Genest,	McDine	and	Brooks,	2010).			Consequently,	infovis	research	has	shifted	its	focus	to	the	concerns	and	expectations	of	non-expert	users,	such	as	why	and	when	people	use	casual	types	of	infovis	(Sprague	and	Tory,	2012).	Engaging	people	with	visualization	is	essential	for	the	generation	of	insights.	Recent	studies	have	explored	narrative	visualization	strategies	as	a	promising	approach	to	engage	a	non-expert	audience	(Boy,	Detienne	and	Fekete,	2015).	Because	narrative	visualization	has	the	ability	to	partly	shift	authorship	to	the	viewer	(i.e.	guiding	the	viewer	to	interpret	data),	it	encourages	viewers	to	gradually	immerse	themselves	in	the	sense-making	process	and	reflect	upon	the	themes	that	are	embodied	by	the	data	(Segel	and	Heer,	2010).		Yet	the	application	of	narrative	strategies	to	augment	engagement	with	visualization	have	mainly	been	studied	in	controlled	settings,	e.g.	(Boy,	Detienne	and	Fekete,	2015;	Zhao,	Marr	and	Elmqvist,	2015).	We	study	the	narrative	approach	for	the	design	of	public	visualization	in	non-controlled	settings	(i.e.	the	public	space)	in	Chapter	5	of	this	thesis,	guided	by	the	following	research	question:		
RQ1  





How does the use of physical interaction elements impact engagement and insight generation 











Figure 1.2 Overview of the different engagement stages of public 
displays; from passing-by, passive to active engagement to 
discovery, which results in the generation of insights. A viewer 
discovers information and walks away with insights, which is 
typically studied in information visualization (infovis). The figure 
also gives an overview of how these two subfields are situated in 
the academic field of human-computer-interaction. 
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Table 1.1 Existing examples of public visualization in academic (including the case 
studies of this thesis), artistic and commercial contexts. 
References Content Carrier Environment 
	 Data	 Visualization	 Physical	 Interaction		 	







Polling	results	 Sunburst	 LED	Media	facade	 Volunteered	input	 Street	in	Media	arts	festival	
Visualising	Mill	Road	(Koeman,	Kalnikait	and	Rogers,	2015)	 Polling	results	 Matrix	 Chalk	on	pavement	 Volunteered	input	 Distributed	over	neighborhood	Tenison	Road	(Taylor,	Lindley,	Regan,	Sweeney,	Vlachokyriakos,	Grainger	and	Lingel,	2015)	
Polling	results	 Pie	chart	 Physicalization	behind	office	window		
Volunteered	input	 Street		
Tidy	Street	(Bird	and	Rogers,	2010)	 Energy	consumption	 Line	graph	 Chalk	on	street	 Volunteered	input	 Street	Vote	as	you	Go	(Hespanhol,	Tomitsch,	McArthur,	Fredericks,	Schroeter	and	Foth,	2015)	
Polling	results	 Bar	graph	 Public	LED	display	 Volunteered	input	 Public	square	
Dotvot.es	(Offenhuber	and	Seitinger,	2014)	 Polling	results	 Bar	graph	 Lights	behind	windows		 Volunteered	input	 University	campus	
References	 Content	 Carrier	 Environment	
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Bicycle	counts	 Line	graph	 Public	touch	screen		 Output	 Public	library	Data	on	Site	(Chapter	6)	 Air	pollution	 Line	graph,	Bar	chart	Matrix	
e-Ink	displays	on	facades	 Contributed	&volunteered	input	 Distributed	over	neighborhood	
Artistic	 	 	 	 	 	Nuage	Vert	(Hehe,	2008)	 Air	pollution	 Metaphoric		 Chimney	smoke	 None	 Industrial	site	Tree	(Heijdens,	2004)	 Pedestrian	flow	 Network	 Projection	 Input/Output	 Street	Fuehlometer	(Bismarck,	Wilhelmer	and	Maus,	2001)	
Sentiment	 Metaphoric	 Neon	sign	 Contributed	input	 Ring	road	
Data	data	data	(Stanza,	2011)	 Urban	flows	 Network	 Projection	 Contributed	input	 Street	Dot	by	Dot	(Streamers,	2014)	 Polling	results	 Bar	chart	 Sculpture	 Input	 Public	square	Reactive	Sparks	(Art+Com,	2008)	 Traffic	flow	 Ambient	 LED	display	 Contributed	input	 Ring	road	Binary	(Lab[au],	2008)	 Urban	flows	 Bar	chart	 LED	display	 Contributed	input	 Bridge,	train	station	Bicycle	usage	(Birt,	2012)	 Bicycle	counts	 Infographics	 Projection	 Contributed	input	 Art	
References	 Content	 Carrier	 Environment	Bloc	jam	(yours,	2010)	 Mobile	phones	 Bar	chart	 Window	lights	 Contributed	input	 Art	
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Watermarks	project	(Bodle,	2009)	 Water	levels	 Metaphoric	 Projection	 None	 Art	In	the	air	tonight	(Colangelo,	2014)	 Sentiment	 Ambient	 Window	lights	 Volunteered	input	 University	campus	Geometric	Death	Frequency	(Diaz,	2010)	 Pedestrian	flow	 Bubble	chart	 Physicalization	 Volunteered	input	 Public	art	Street	graphs	(Unknown,	2015)	 Housing	prices	 Bar	charts	 Sculpture	 None	 Street	






1.2. Thesis overview Table	1.2	presents	an	overview	of	the	following	6	chapters	of	this	thesis	and	their	contributions.	Upon	the	start	of	this	research,	only	few	examples	of	public	visualization	existed.	Chapter	2	(Street	Infographics)	was	therefore	set	up	as	an	exploratory	study	to	identify	general	design	characteristics	of	public	visualization,	thereby	focusing	on	RQ1,	RQ2	and	RQ3.	The	study	in	chapter	3	(Sight	on	Local	Data)	investigates	RQ2,	chapter	4	(Bicycle	Barometer)	focuses	on	RQ3	and	RQ4,	chapter	5	(Narrative	Visualization)	concentrates	on	RQ1,	and	chapter	6	(Data	on	Site)	explores	RQ1,	RQ2	and	RQ3.	Each	chapter	presents	the	deployment	of	a	public	visualization	demonstrator	(see	Figure	1.3),	and	is	concluded	with	a	number	of	design	considerations	for	public	visualization	(see	Table	1.2).	The	chapters	are	presented	in	a	chronological	order	as	it	demonstrates	how	the	application	of	the	insight	reporting	methodology	iteratively	evolved	over	the	case	studies	(and	presented	in	the	final	chapters	as	ERI	model).	Also,	the	chronological	presentation	of	the	studies	represents	the	general	evolution	of	public	visualization	as	a	research	topic.	For	instance,	as	also	presented	in	the	personal	note	in	Chapter	2,	the	publication	on	Street	
Infographics	discusses	urban	visualization	instead	of	public	visualization,	as	the	term	was	relatively	unknown	at	the	time.	Yet	throughout	the	years,	the	term	public	visualization	was	adopted	by	the	HCI	community,	which	is	also	reflected	in	our	publications.	Finally,	in	chapter	7,	we	combine	our	insights	into	design	guidelines	for	public	visualization,	and	present	a	discussion	on	the	five	public	visualization	demonstrators	that	were	developed	in	the	course	of	this	research.				
1.3. Research ethics Public	visualization	aims	to	make	public	data,	including	its	capturing	process,	transparent.	To	be	consistent	with	this	goal,	also	the	capturing	process	of	the	research	data	in	our	case	studies	(e.g.	through	observations)	should	be	made	explicit.		All	the	demonstrators	included	a	poster	or	note	to	inform	onlookers	about	the	aim	of	the	study,	the	involved	university,	department,	researcher	and	her	contact	details,	and	the	possibility	they	are	being	observed	by	the	researcher	and	can	be	approached	for	interview	purposes.		Signed	informed	consents	were	obtained	of	participants	in	the	co-design	workshops	(Chapter	4	and	6),	as	well	as	for	interviews	that	took	longer	than	10	minutes	(Chapter	2,	3	and	6).	The	consents	included	the	aim	of	the	research,	how	the	data	will	be	handled	and	stored,	and	stated	they	could	drop	out	of	the	study	at	any	time.	Onlookers	that	were	approached	for	a	short	interview	on	the	street	were	informed	about	the	research	goal	and	interview	intentions	before	the	interview.	Participants	were	allowed	to	refuse	the	interview	or	to	opt	out	of	the	observations.	In	Sight	on	Local	Data,	we	reported	our	set	up	to	film	the	public	environment	to	the	Privacy	commission	(key	1407762991063).	In	Data	on	Site,	we	obtained	permission	of	the	Ethical	commission	of	KU	Leuven	(key	G-2017	060	847).			
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Figure 1.3 The five public visualization demonstrators presented in 
this thesis range from one of the four augmented street signs in 
Chapter 2, Street Infographics (top left), over a telescope 
installation with physical interaction elements in Chapter 3, Sight 
on Local Data (top right), a cyclist-specific interactive display 
in Chapter 4, Bicycle Barometer (middle left), a Narrative Public 
Visualization on a touch screen in Chapter 5 (middle right) and one 
of the eight public visualization toolkits of Data on Site in 

































Figure 2.1 An interview with a passer-by in the Ravenstraat in Leuven.  	
Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.
Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options.
 Figure 4.17 Bicycle Barometer at the suburban deployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.2 Condition non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Deployment of DoS 8 in Ant erp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 





2.2. Related work Emerging	phenomena	like	urban	informatics	(Foth,	2008)	the	quantified	self	and	others	demonstrate	there	is	an	increasing	expectation	that	the	digital	world	should	be	more	explicitly	merged	with	our	physical	existence,	and	vice	versa.	An	urban	or	public	screen,	as	an	electronic	window	that	is	conveniently	located	in	our	everyday	environment,	seems	to	offer	an	ideal	medium	to	bridge	the	digital	with	the	physical	and	the	social,	e.g.	by	extending	the	visibility	of	civic	issues	(Schroeter,	2012),	by	supporting	social	interactions	(Vogel	and	Balakrishnan,	2004),	or	by	influencing	the	sense	of	community	(McCarthy,	Farnham,	Patel,	Ahuja,	Norman,	Hazlewood	and	Lind,	2009;	Memarovic,	Langheinrich,	Alt,	Elhart,	Hosio	and	Rubegni,	2012).	However,	despite	the	fact	that	the	social	potential	of	urban	screens	has	been	recognized	(Struppek,	2006),	the	majority	of	urban	screens,	still	serves	commercial,	artistic	or	entertainment	purposes	(Schieck,	Briones	and	Mottram,	2008).	Accordingly,	the	potential	of	public	display	to	push	local	issues	has	still	not	been	fully	explored.		Several	projects	have	demonstrated	how	visualization,	located	in	a	public	or	urban	context,	has	the	ability	to	engage	residents	in	socially	relevant	topics	such	as	energy	consumption,	for	instance	by	means	of	house-attached	data	dashboards	(Vande	Moere,	Tomitsch,	Hoinkis,	Trefz,	Johansen	and	Jones,	2011),	interactive	projections	(Valkanova,	Jorda,	Tomitsch	and	Vande	Moere,	2013),	or	by	exploiting	the	street	itself	as	a	display	surface	(Bird	and	Rogers,	2010).	Installing	representations	in	the	street	is	not	a	particularly	new	idea	since	it	forms	a	natural	and	accessible	medium	for	community	expression,	including	manifestations,	street	or	guerilla	art,	posters	and	so	on,	able	to	reach	a	wide	and	rich	range	of	stakeholders	in	different,	opportunistic	ways.	It	has	been	used	as	a	top-down	communication	medium	to	offer	citizens	a	new	understanding	of	their	environment,	for	instance	allowing	the	city	of	Geneva	to	present	visualizations	of	various	local	digital	traces	by	way	of	a	physical	exhibition	of	a	number	of	infographic	illustrations	(Geneve,	2012)(see	Figure	2.3a).	On	the	other	hand,	several	bottom-up	initiatives	exist,	such	as	“Walk	(Your	City)”	(Tomasulo,	2012)	which	is	a	–		by	guerilla	art	inspired	–	project	consisting	of	several	DIY	signs	that	were	installed	to	persuade	local	residents	to	walk	across	their	city	(see	Figure	2.3b).	Similarly,	“Infoviz	Graffiti”	(Lenvin,	2010)	is	an	open	toolbox	to	create	meaningful	visualizations	in	the	public	environment	by	way	of	spray	painting	(see	Figure	2.3c).	While	these	examples	show	the	usefulness	of	situating	visualizations	within	the	physical	public	domain,	they	also	demonstrate	how	the	representation	of	data	with	local	and	social	relevance	seems	still	underexplored	(Vande	Moere	and	Hill,	2012).			










Figure 2.3 Existing examples of infographic illustrations in the street: a) a collection of 
information visualizations of citizen's digital traces, b) guerilla wayfinding, and c) pie chart 









Figure 2.4 Street crossing A with street sign Bogaardenstraat and Willemsstraat and 

















Figure 2.5 Overview of infographic illustration for Mussenstraat: (1) Existing street sign, 
(2) Title: "Who lives in this street", (3) permanent residents 88%, (4) students 12% and 






































3. Case study II – Sight on Local DataThis	chapter	consists	of	two	sections:	the	first	section	seeks	an	answer	on	RQ2	by	focusing	on	tangible	and	spatial	dimensions	of	the	interaction	design	of	urban	visualization.	In	the	second	section,	we	investigated	a	novel	evaluation	methodology	for	in-the-wild	deployments,	which	is	in	particular	relevant	when	aiming	to	study	insights.	












Figure 3.1 The Sight on Local Data installation is presented to visitors of a one-
day event of Flanders DC in May 2014. 
Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.
Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options.
 Figure 4.17 Bicycle Barometer at the suburban deployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.2 Condition non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Deployment of DoS 8 in Ant erp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 









Figure 3.3 Condition touch (top), condition physical (middle) and condition mixed 
(under). Note the touch display buttons (top, right), the series of plates (middle, 
right)) denoting a data dimension of which 3 could be slotted at the top of the 
installation. The third condition mixed (under, right) combines a display (touch 
interaction is disabled) with plates. 
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3.1.4. Study Design First,	a	one-day	pilot	study	was	deployed	during	a	local	urban	event,	in	order	to	evaluate	general	usability	issues,	such	as	whether	people	would	actually	perceive	the	visualization,	are	sufficiently	intrigued	by	it	to	interact	with	it,	and	in	how	far	they	would	understand	it.	We	interviewed	25	people	who	interacted	with	the	visualization,	from	which	we	were	able	to	conclude	that	the	installation	appeared	to	be	attractive	and	self-explaining,	and	facilitated	the	creation	of	valuable	insights.	We	also	discovered	several	flaws	in	its	physical	appearance,	which	lead	to	painting	the	inside	elements	black	for	more	visual	contrast,	and	lowering	the	foot	to	allow	easy	access	for	young	children.	
In	order	to	compare	the	effect	of	tangible	interaction	with	other	forms	of	interaction,	we	implemented	two	additional	modalities	for	the	same	overall	installation.	Our	installation	thus	accommodated	three	different	experimental	conditions:	(1)	touch;	(2)	physical;	and	(3)	mixed		(see	Table	3.1).	For	all	conditions,	precise	instructions	were	provided	on	the	telescope	in	the	local	language,	below	the	display	area.	







Table 3-2 Results of the video analysis and interviews in 
(C)ITW 	 Touch	 Physical	 Mixed	Controlled	in-the-wild	study	(CITW)	Total	passers-by	 14	 12	 16	
Interviewees	(N)	 8	 8	 8	
Avg.	interaction	time	 2’55”	(σ=1’40’’)	 4’42”	(σ=2’01”)	 4’15”	(σ=1’20”)	
Avg.	age	 42	(σ=11)	 38	(σ=11)	 32	(σ=13)	Insights	(amount)	 30	 38	 26	
Insights-per-participant	 3,75	(SD=2,43)	4,75	(SD=4,06)	3,25	(SD=1,48)	In-the-wild	study	(ITW)	Total	passers-by	 134	 155	 130	
Passively	engaged	 31	 54	 41	
Actively	engaged	 8	 27	 19	
Interviewees	(N)	 4	 14	 7	
Avg.	interaction	time	 49”	(σ=27)	 1’40”	(σ=45)	 2’05”	(σ=55)	
Avg.	age	 37,5	(σ=5)	 32	(σ=9)	 30	(σ=17)	Insights	(amount)	 5	 19	 8	


























































Figure 3.5 Taking a picture of the second pilot installation, at the 
Martelarenplein in Leuven. 	
Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options. i r  4.17 Bicycle Barome er at the suburban d ployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.  Conditi n non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Depl yme t of DoS 8 in Antwerp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 












Figure 3.7 Touch condition (left), physical condition (middle) and mixed condition (right). Note 
the touch display buttons (i), the series of discs on the left side (a, x) denoting a data 
dimension each, of which 3 could be slotted at the top (b, y).  
		
Table 3-3 Overview of evaluation methods used in the in-the-wild and in the 













Figure 3.8 Passage (CITW, left). Shopping street (ITW, right). 	
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Table 3-4  Demographic participant characteristics of (C)ITW. 	 Touch	 Physical	 Mixed	Controlled	in-the-wild	study	(CITW)	Duration	 4h	 4h	 4h	Passers-by	 6	 4	 8	Participants	(N)	 8	 8	 8	
Avg.	interaction	time	 2’55”	(σ=1’40’’)	 4’42”	(σ=2’01”)	 4’15”	(σ=1’20”)	
Avg.	age	 42	(σ=11)	 38	(σ=11)	 32	(σ=13)	Gender	 4M,	4F	 3M,	5F	 4M,	4F	Insights	(amount)	 30	 38	 26	
Insights-per-participant	 3,75	(SD=2,43)	4,75	(SD=4,06)	3,25	(SD=1,48)	In-the-wild	study	(ITW)	Duration	 4h	 4h	 4h	Passers-by	 134	 155	 130	Passively	engaged	 31	 54	 41	
Actively	engaged	 8	 27	 19	
Interviews	(N)	 4	 14	 7	Avg.	interaction	time	 49”	(σ=27)	 1’40”	(σ=45)	 2’05”	(σ=55)	
Avg.	age	 37,5	(σ=5)	 32	(σ=9)	 30	(σ=17)	Gender	 2M,	2F	 6M,	8F	 6M,	1F	Insights	(amount)	 5	 19	 8	









































4. Case study III: Bicycle Barometer This	chapter	consists	of	2	sections:	Section	4.1	presents	the	design	and	development	process	of	Bicycle	Barometer	as	a	high	fidelity	prototype,	which	is	tested	in	two	different	contexts	(RQ3).	Section	4.2	presents	an	in-the-wild	replication	study	on	Bicycle	Barometer	as	research	product,	in	which	we	compare	how	material	dimensions	affect	engagement	(RQ0).		











Figure 4.1 Co-design workshop with cyclists and local government representative. 
Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options.
 Figure 4.17 Bicycle Barometer at the suburban deployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.2 Condition non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Deployment of DoS 8 in Ant erp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 















Figure 4.3 Cyclist confirms personal opinion with a button press, located on a handrail (left); 
two cyclists, both at location SUB (middle); and the polling question shown on the LED display 
















Figure 4.5 Floor mat: horizontal layout (left) versus vertical layout (right). 	
	
Figure 4.6 Handrail: large buttons (left) versus small buttons (right). 	
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Combined interaction methods The	three	most	promising	interaction	alternatives	(handrail	with	small	buttons,	footrest	with	non-physical	buttons	and	floor	mat	with	vertical	layout)	were	also	evaluated	in	parallel,	all	integrated	in	a	single	system,	30	coincidental	passing	cyclists	were	stopped	and	asked	to	participate.	After	testing	one	alternative,	they	were	asked	to	fill	in	a	survey	based	on	4	questions	of	the	NASA	task	load	index	to	measure	physical	load	and	ergonomics	(Hart	and	Staveland,	1988).	After	testing	all	remaining	interaction	methods,	they	were	invited	to	give	a	preference	rating	in	terms	of	user	experience,	fun	and	attractiveness,	and	were	administered	a	semi-structured	interview	to	further	explain	their	replies.		
	




4.1.3.2. Output: Co-designing the information display To	include	the	cyclists’	informational	needs	in	the	design	of	the	output,	we	organized	a	2-hour	co-design	workshop	with	9	participants	(3	female,	mean	age:	35,	SD:	5),	consisting	of	eight	cyclists	and	one	local	government	representative.	The	workshop	structure	was	based	on	a	mapping	method	(Huybrechts,	Dreessen	and	Schepers,	2012),	which	was	divided	into	three	successive	phases:	1)	the	kind	of	information	cyclists	want	to	be	informed	about	in	the	urban	environment;	2)	types	of	data	that	cyclists	consider	relevant;	and	3)	types	of	visualization	that	are	can	be	used	to	present	the	statistical	data	in	comprehensible	ways.			The	discussions	revealed	that	cyclists	did	not	want	to	become	aware	of	distinct	facts	and	statistics,	but	were	rather	interested	in	receiving	contextual	information	and	stories,	specifically	targeting	their	personal	situation	and	potentially	connecting	this	to	other	meaningful	trends.	The	subsequent	co-design	of	data-driven	stories	then	focused	on	using	common	frustrations	as	starting	points	for	engaging	cyclists	to	answer	specific	questions	in	public	(Figure	4.7).	We	deployed	the	card	sorting	technique	to	relate	existing	frustrations	to	what	is	typically	captured	in	existing	data	sources.	Lastly,	we	used	card	sorting	again	to	discuss	possible	visualization	techniques	that	combine	the	accessible	style	of	infographics	(i.e.	pictograms,	emoticons),	with	more	‘trustworthy’	bar	and	line	graph	diagrams	(Figure	4.8).		
4.1.4. Implementation Based	on	the	insights	from	our	exploratory	design	studies	described	above,	we	developed	a	working,	hi-fidelity	prototype.	We	selected	the	floor	mat	(vertical	layout)	as	the	main	interaction	method	to	browse	between	possible	poll	answers.	As	the	floor	method	did	not	provide	intuitive	or	efficient	ways	of	confirming	one’s	vote,	we	decided	to	keep	one	button	on	the	handrail	as	the	interaction	method	for	confirming	the	interaction	(e.g.	submitting	the	vote)	while	also	facilitating	physical	support	(see	Figure	4.2	for	an	overview	of	the	prototype	set	up).	Based	on		
	
Figure 4.8 Screen shots of the narrative flow on the LED display: main message “What do you 
think of fast cyclists? Vote with [red dot]” (a), selection of smiley faces (b), results as a 
rolling bar graph (d) and average versus top speed in km/h (“Km/u”) on Saturday (“ZAT”) and 






4.1.4.1. The narrative flow The	display	guided	the	cyclist	through	a	narrative	flow,	as	illustrated	in	Figure	4.8.	It	was	structured	as	an	interactive	slideshow	structure,	one	of	the	three	possible	narrative	structures	of	narrative	visualization	(Segel	and	Heer,	2010).	Accordingly,	the	sequence	of	low-resolution	visualization	fragments	could	be	explored	both	backwards	or	forwards	by	moving	one’s	bicycle	wheel	respectively	towards	the	back,	or	the	front,	of	the	interactive	floor	mat.	To	avoid	obvious	usability	issues,	the	slides	sequence	continued	in	an	endless	loop.	Moving	the	bicycle	wheel	to	the	middle	of	the	mat	halted	this	sequence,	and	a	specific	slide	could	be	‘confirmed’	or	‘selected’	by	pressing	the	button	on	the	handrail.	More	detailed	instructions	were	provided	in	pictograms	right	below	the	display.		 	To	avoid	that	fast-riding	cyclists	would	not	notice	the	installation	in	time,	we	extended	the	display-driven	narrative	flow	with	a	physical	‘teaser’	in	the	form	of	a	wooden	trestle	that	announced	the	installation	by	the	engaging	message:	“Cyclist,	give	your	opinion!”.	This	teaser,	located	approx.	5	meters	in	front	of	the	floor	mat,	thus	functioned	as	a	curiosity	object	(Houben	and	Weichel,	2013),	triggering	cyclists	to	pay	attention	to	the	immediate	environment.	The	second	stage	of	the	narrative	flow	consisted	of	the	main	displayed	question	and	instructions,	i.e.	“vote	with	[a	red	circle]”	referring	to	the	red	button	(Figure	4.8,	a).	Then,	users	could	scroll	through	the	five	possible	smiley	faces	(Figure	4.8,	b).	After	the	polling,	the	overall	polling	results	for	each	option	were	represented	as	one	continuous	bar	chart	(i.e.	5	vertical	bars	arranged	horizontally)	with	percentile	values,	of	which	only	a	fragment	is	displayed	(Figure	4.8,	c).	Through	the	scrolling	mechanism,	visual	comparisons	between	bars	were	made	possible.	The	top	and	average	speed	data	were	represented	as	two	rolling	line	graphs	(Figure	4.8,	d)	showing	
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data	from	over	a	period	of	a	week,	and	as	such	allowed	comparisons	between	two	data	dimensions	and	time.		
4.1.4.2. Technical and Physical Setup  The	higher-fidelity	prototype	was	built	with	off-the-shelf	hardware	parts.	A	Raspberry	Pi	was	connected	with	the	LED	display	via	a	standard	HDMI	to	DVI	input.	An	industry-grade	push	button	was	integrated	in	the	wooden	handrail	(Figure	4.6,	left).	The	foam	floor	mat	concealed	two	tracks,	i.e.	forward	(fwd)	and	backward	(bwd),	with	each	track	consisting	of	a	series	of	three	pressure	sensitive	zones	in	order	to	evenly	distribute	the	sensors	over	the	width	of	the	floor	(i.e.	60cm).	On	the	software	side,	a	set	of	custom	programs	was	developed	in	Python	to	implement	the	appropriate	interaction	functionalities	(Figure	4.10).			The	physical	setup	was	designed	to	be	mobile	yet	sturdy,	but	sufficient	for	shorter-term	evaluation	study	purposes.	Obviously,	longer-term	deployments	would	require	more	robust	renditions	of	similar	components.	A	wooden	trestle	(120cm	high)	supported	the	LED	display.	The	wooden	construction	of	the	handrail	was	80cm	long	by	110cm	high,	and	the	floor	mat	was	60cm	wide	by	120cm	long.			




Figure 4.9 Situating urban (URB) and suburban area (SUB).  	
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every	interaction	(i.e.	movements	with	wheel	and	button	presses);	ii)	a	hidden	video	camera;	and	iii)	observations	from	one	researcher	who	was	present	in	the	vicinity	(hidden	from	sight)	at	all	times.	Cyclists	were	registered	as	male	or	female,	and	their	age	category	was	estimated.	The	behaviors	of	each	passing	cyclist	were	categorized	according	to	the	Passive,	Active	Engagement	and	Discovery	(PACD)	model	(Memarovic,	Langheinrich,	Alt,	Elhart,	Hosio	and	Rubegni).	Passive	engagement	comprised	of	glimpsing	at	the	teaser	or	the	display	(e.g.	turning	head	towards),	or	more	immersive	forms	of	interaction	(Memarovic,	Langheinrich,	Alt,	Elhart,	Hosio	and	Rubegni)	such	as	reading	while	cycling	(i.e.	keeping	one’s	head	turned	towards),	or	riding	over	the	floor	mat.	Active	engagement	occurred	when	cyclists	read	in	a	more	active	way,	such	as	when	braking	to	facilitate	reading,	or	read	‘n	interact	(i.e.	pressing	the	button	but	not	confirming).	As	indicated	on	Figure	4.12,	cyclists	in	the	discovery	phase	were	actively	voting,	browsed	the	polling	results	or	explored	the	statistical	data.	Furthermore,	we	also	noted	at	which	moment	of	the	narrative	flow	of	the	setup	(see	Figure	4.12),	cyclists	executed	these	behaviors.			In	total,	we	interviewed	63	people.	53	semi-structured	interviews	were	held	with	cyclists	who	engaged	with	the	installation	in	some	way	or	form	(N=53,	27	Female,	Mean	age:	45,	SD:	17),	and	10	with	cyclists	who	did	not	stop	to	interact	(N=10,	3	Female,	Mean	age:	53).			After	they	turned	their	attention	away	from	the	Bicycle	Barometer	installation,	we	asked	participants	for	demographic	information	(i.e.	age,	place	of	residence);	the	reasons	that	triggered	them	to	stop	and	interact;	how	they	experienced	the	interaction;	and	what	they	remembered	of	the	content	they	had	just	explored.	The	latter	question	was	explicitly	formulated	in	a	very	broad	way	in	order	to	encourage	participants	to	report	any	kind	of	insight.	The	reported	insights	were	categorized	according	to	type	of	data	used	in	the	narrative.	The	insight	depth	was	then	scaled	according	to	the	insight	reporting	methodology	(Saraiya,	North	and	Duca,	2005).	This	scale	was	divided	in	3	subcategories	of	insight	depth:	1)	factual,	a	mere	description	of	data	values;	2)	interpretive,	the	synthesis	of	data	values	with	objective	knowledge	or	an	existing	experience;	and	3)	reflective,	which	is	similar	to	interpretative,	yet	contains	some	subjective,	personal	or	emotional	connotations.	The	electronic	logs	were	analyzed	according	to	the	time	between	events,	the	number	of	button	presses	and	when	in	the	narrative	flow	they	occurred.			
4.1.6. Results & Discussion Based	upon	the	PACD	model	(Memarovic,	Langheinrich,	Alt,	Elhart,	Hosio	and	Rubegni,	2012)	we	grouped	the	behaviors	caused	by	Bicycle	Barometer	in	different	forms	of	engagement	(see	Figure	4.11)	and	according	phases	(see	Figure	4.12).	As	our	results	show	some	overlap	with	previous	research	on	pedestrian-centric	public	displays,	our	recommendations	will	focus	on	particular	aspects	that	are	relevant	for	cyclist-specific	interaction.		









4.1.6.2. Active engagement  21	of	33	cyclists	who	initially	glanced	at	the	teaser	braked,	slowed	down	to	read	the	display	and	eventually	stopped.	We	grouped	these	active	engagement	events	in	a	situational	braking	zone		(see	Figure	4.12),	in	analogy	with	the	landing	zone	for	pedestrians	(Müller,	Walter,	Bailly,	Nischt	and	Alt,	2012).	Subsequently,	these	cyclists	scanned	the	environment	(e.g.	“In	a	blink	I	noticed	a	
wooden	trestle	that	said	‘Cyclist,…’,	and	then	I	noticed	this	bigger	wooden	‘thing’	[referring	to	the	handrail]	and	a	screen	with	again	‘cyclists’	on	it,	which	made	me	believe	it	was	meant	for	me”).	Half	of	these	cyclists	(10)	then	approached	the	installation	by	getting	off	their	bike	and	walking	towards	it,	or	by	riding	at	a	very	slow	speed	towards	the	interactive	floor.	As	all	of	these	cyclists	then	decided	to	interact	with	the	installation,	we	consider	this	behavior	that	disturbs	the	normal	cycling	flow	not	as	unwanted,	as	it	seems	to	accommodate	those	people	who	are	more	cautious	in	nature	(e.g.	“I	wanted	to	take	a	closer	look	at	the	installation	but	then	I	understood	it”).	The	other	half	continued	riding	directly	towards	the	handrail	and	stopped	on	the	floor.	Accordingly,	we	define	an	engagement	braking	zone	around	the	physical	setup	of	the	handrail,	floor	and	display.	Of	those	cyclists	not	noticing	the	teaser	but	only	the	display,	51%	glanced	at	the	display	and	slowed	down	and	stopped	in	the	engagement	braking	zone	to	read	the	question	and	vote.	
	
Figure 4.10 To debug the software of the Bicycle Barometer after the first day of the pilot 







Figure 4.11 Distribution of the number of passing cyclists from passive over active 











Figure 4.12 Setup of Bicycle Barometer in the context, and the physical distribution 





















Figure 4.13 Bicycle Barometer in urban area URB (left) and in the suburban 
area SUB (right). 
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4.1.6.7. Exploring the urban visualization Most	cyclists	who	voted	(93	of	120)	also	explored	the	subsequent	visualization	of	the	results.	They	seemed	especially	interested	in	discovering	where	‘their	vote’	was	situated,	as	almost	half	(N=23)	of	the	53	interviewed	participants	were	able	to	remember	the	percentile	number	of	the	most	popular	vote,	and	the	percentile	number	of	their	choice.	Participants	reported	making	comparisons	between	the	polling	results,	during	which	they	made	broad	generalizations	instead	of	recalling	exact	numerical	values	(e.g.	“more	people	voted	unhappy	than	neutral”).			The	subsequent	option	to	explore	the	general	data	in	the	form	of	rolling	line	graphs	seemed	less	popular.	Although	this	feature	was	announced	on	the	display	(i.e.	when	the	results	were	displayed)	and	on	the	instructions,	people	seemed	eager	to	continue	their	trip	and	did	not	seem	to	notice	the	graphical	option	to	commence	exploring	–	(e.g.	“Oh,	after	I	found	out	how	other	people	voted	I	just	left,	I	did	not	know	there	was	more	[…]	But	I	wanted	to	move	along	anyway”).	Some	cyclists	(N=3)	also	explained	that	they	disliked	the	way	the	data	was	represented	because	it	was	too	difficult	(e.g.	“It	was	something	with	a	graph,	but	I	do	not	understand	that”).			Cyclists	who	explored	the	line	graph	visualization	(28	in	total,	but	interviewed	N=13)	were	able	to	extract	insights,	and	interpreted	them	according	to	their	personal	opinion	(e.g.	“On	Sunday,	we	cycle	much	faster	in	general,	I	would	expect	the	opposite.”)	or	situation	(e.g.	“Wow!	Top	speed	on	Sunday	was	50	km	per	hour?	I	can	only	get	that	when	I	cycle	down	from	a	hill”).	These	insights	also	encouraged	cyclists	to	nuance	their	opinions	(e.g.	an	amateur	road	bike	cyclist	said	“When	I	see	it	in	numbers,	we	cycle	much,	much	faster	than	the	average	cyclist,	more	than	double!	However,	I	think	there	is	space	for	both	of	us”).		Design	Recommendation:	In	public	space,	physically	situating	a	display	at	a	specific,	context-rich	location,	e.g.	positioning	it	on	or	nearby	a	bicycle	path,	forms	a	particular	approach	to	nudge	passers-by	into	personal	sense-making	(Vande	Moere	and	Hill,	2012).	Moreover,	we	also	demonstrated	how	the	specificity	of	the	interaction	design	itself,	e.g.	accommodating	people	to	manipulate	their	bicycles	without	needing	to	get	off	or	stand	down,	further	contributes	to	this	sense-making	process.	In	addition,	our	results	show	that	most	people	were	encouraged	to	interact	further	after	leaving	their	vote.	As	some	people	were	interested	in	knowing	the	overall	polling	results,	while	others	wanted	to	discover	more	detailed	information,	it	is	advisable	to	design	a	particular	interaction	flow	that	1)	provides	some	gratification	in	terms	of	informing	participants;	and	2)	allows	for	different	information	consumption	behaviors;	from	browsing	bite-sized	facts	to	allowing	more	sophisticated	analysis.		
 





Figure 4.14 Multi-user interaction at location SUB. 
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	The	choice	of	display	technology	may	influence	the	results	in	terms	of	output	qualities.	For	instance,	our	low-resolution	LED	display	output	was	limited	to	basic	visual	mappings,	which	required	additional	interaction	modalities	(i.e.	scrolling).	Similarly,	a	high-resolution	display	may	present	more	data	in	a	glance.			

























Figure 4.15 Colleague Eslam Nofal tries the progressed version of the prototype. 
Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options. i r  4.17 Bicycle Barome er at the suburban d ployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).
Figure 5.2 Condition non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Deployment of DoS 8 in Ant erp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 
an the d ta or th  insights th t wer con yed. 
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4.2.1. Introduction The	in-the-wild	study	methodology	(Rogers,	Connelly,	Tedesco,	Hazlewood,	Kurtz,	Hall,	Hursey	and	Toscos,	2007)	forms	an	ecologically	valid	approach	to	understand	how	humans	relate	to	technology	in	everyday	contexts,	which	include	urban	(e.g.	(Taylor,	Marshall,	Blum-Ross,	Mills,	Rogers,	Egglestone,	Frohlich,	Wright	and	Olivier,	2012)),	sports	(e.g.	(Mueller	and	Muirhead,	2015)),	and	domestic	(e.g.	(Brush,	Lee,	Mahajan,	Agarwal,	Saroiu	and	Dixon,	2011))	environments.	Often,	these	studies	involve	the	deployment	of	a	high	fidelity	(hi-fi)	prototype	(Chamberlain,	Crabtree,	Rodden,	Jones	and	Rogers,	2012),	which	is	a	placeholder	for	something	
else,	an	instantiation	of	what	the	designer	expects	it	might	become	(Lim,	Stolterman	and	Tenenberg,	2008).	In-the-wild	studies	that	are	performed	in	public	space,	typically	deal	with	participants	that	are	not	informed	that	they	are	engaging	with	a	hi-fi	prototype,	although	its	material	dimensions,	i.e.	role,	look	and	feel,	implementation	(Houde	and	Hill,	1997),	often	implies	a	preliminary	design	status.	As	this	status	might	lead	to	participants	not	perceiving	a	prototype	for	its	present	state	but	for	its	future,	envisioned	potential	(Schon	and	DeSanctis,	1986;	Wakkary	and	Maestri,	2007),	the	representativeness	of	its	in-the-wild	evaluation	might	be	affected.	A	design	that	looks	unfinished,	for	instance,	triggers	different	types	of	user	adoption	and	long-term	interaction	behaviors	than	finished-looking	ones	(Tsaknaki	and	Fernaeus,	2016).		Recently,	the	notion	of	research	product	was	proposed	to	overcome	some	of	these	complex	and	situated	limitations	of	a	prototype	(Odom,	Wakkary,	Lim,	Desjardins,	Hengeveld	and	Banks,	2016),	as	a	research	product	maintains	a	clear	design	research	focus,	while	allowing	participants	to	experience	the	material	dimensions	as	is	rather	than	what	it	might	become.			In	this	paper,	we	contrast	the	results	of	an	identical	in-the-wild	study	of	two	renditions	of	a	public	installation	that	only	differ	by	their	look	and	feel,	and	thus	form	representative	samples	of	a	prototype	and	its	progressed	research	product	(Odom,	Wakkary,	Lim,	Desjardins,	Hengeveld	and	Banks,	2016).	We	discuss	how	the	material	dimensions	impact	user	engagement	through	the	Wabi-Sabi	lens	(Tsaknaki	and	Fernaeus,	2016).	Our	study	also	contributes	as	a	replication	study,	aiming	to	contrast and reflect upon originally acquired knowledge (Hornbæk, Sander, Bargas-Avila 
and Grue Simonsen, 2014), and presenting	an	empirically	supported	expansion	of	recent	theoretical	considerations	on	the	material	dimensions	of	prototyping	(Odom,	Wakkary,	Lim,	Desjardins,	Hengeveld	and	Banks,	2016;	Tsaknaki	and	Fernaeus,	2016).		
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Figure 4.17 A cyclist interacts with the prototype (left), the prototype installation in wood 





4.2.3. Replicating the in-the-wild study The	in-the-wild	study	of	the	research	product	was	designed	to	resemble	the	prototype	study	as	close	as	possible.	As	such,	both	studies	were	deployed	at	the	same	locations,	which	are	a	bicycle	lane	intersection	in	the	centre	and	in	the	suburb	of	Leuven,	a	mid-sized	city	in	Belgium.	As	shown	in	Table	1,	we	conducted	the	study	during	an	identical	time	period,	which	is	characterized	by	the	end	of	summer	and	the	beginning	of	the	school	year,	which	brings	about	a	shift	in	types	of	cyclists	(e.g.	recreational	versus	school	children	and	commuters).	Based	on	local	cycling	statistics,	the	cycle	behavior	varies	over	a	week,	requiring	the	replication	study	to	take	place	on	identical	weekdays	(see	Table	4-1).	During	the	initial	study	there	was	a	heavy	rainfall	on	Wednesday	that	prevented	the	prototype	to	be	set	up.	Therefore	this	day	is	not	included	in	both	studies.	









4.2.4. Results and discussion A	total	of	63	passers-by	were	interviewed	for	the	prototype	study,	and	43	for	the	research	product,	a	difference	that	is	mainly	due	to	the	participation	rates	during	the	same	deployment	time.	While	the	original	prototype	study	triggered	a	relatively	high	participation	rate	(49%),	the	research	product	never	performed	at	a	similar	level	(20%).		Yet,	in	comparison	to	public	display	engagement	in	general	(Brignull	and	Rogers,	2003),	the	participation	rate	of	the	research	product	study	is	still	relatively	high.	The	cyclist-specific	role	of	both	p	products	is	obvious,	as	30%	of	the	participants	(N=19,	of	63)	in	the	prototype,	and	39%	(N=17,	of	43)	of	the	research	product	mentioned	how	specific	design	features	that	target	cyclists	convinced	them	to	approach	the	installation,	e.g.	P14:	“I	like	how	it	is	meant	for	cyclists	only”.		
 
	
Figure 4.18 Flow diagram that compares the overall results of the in-the-wild study in both 
urban and suburban setting with the prototype (P, left percentages) versus the research 


















































Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options. i r  4.17 Bicycle Barome er at the suburban d ployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.  Conditi n non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.
Figure 6.3 Deployment of DoS 8 in Antwerp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 





Figure 5.2 Translated version of the interface, note the font is made larger for 
legibility. The green, orange and blue text in the left corner are names of cycle 
paths. By touching the charts, exact data for that day is displayed (here: last day 
of September). In 1) narrative condition (above), sequential steps (a, b, c, d) 
reveal annotations and guide the user towards open exploration possibilities in e. 
2) Without stepper buttons and annotations, interface in non-narrative condition 
(below) is identical to 1e. 
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	Augmenting	visualizations	through	narrative	design	strategies	forms	one	approach	to	appeal	(Hullman	and	Diakopoulos,	2011)	and	engage	a	broad	audience	with	data	(Amini,	Riche,	Lee,	Hurter	and	Irani,	2015).	For	instance,	narrative	visualization	has	the	ability	to	partly	shift	authorship	from	author	to	viewer,	in	order	to	encourage	viewers	to	gradually	immerse	themselves	in	the	sense-making	process	and	reflect	upon	the	themes	that	are	embodied	by	the	data	(Segel	and	Heer,	2010).	While	a	recent	empirical	study	demonstrated	how	the	presence	of	a	narrative	design	strategy	did	not	result	in	different	engagement	patterns	in	an	online	web	setting	(Boy,	Detienne	and	Fekete,	2015),	we	believe	that	the	results	differ	in	a	(semi-)public	environment,	as	users	tend	to	interpret	information	shown	on	public	displays	based	on	the	implied	context	(Vande	Moere	and	Wouters,	2012).	Furthermore,	we	hypothesize	that	a	narrative	visualization	strategy	motivates	viewers	to	gain	more	personal	or	deeper	forms	of	insights	that	reach	well	beyond	those	presented	in	the	original	narrative.	We	therefore	propose	that	our	research	complements	the	current	discourse	on	narrative	visualization,	as	the	qualitative	aspect	of	an	insight	is	difficult	to	collect	in	an	online	study	(like	[3]),	while	opportunistic	or	casual	use	characteristics	are	hard	to	simulate	in	a	laboratory	study	setting.	In	contrast,	an	in-the-wild	study	(Rogers,	2011)	offers	the	opportunity	to	gain	additional	qualitative	feedback	by	interviewing	actual	users	and	even	those	people	that	chose	not	to	interact,	while	also	allowing	a	broader,	and	potentially	less	technology-savvy	user	audience	to	be	captured.			




Table 5-1 Parameters of engagement (in white) and of insight formation 
(in grey), for narrative and non-narrative condition. 	 Narrative	 Non-narrative	
Passers-by	 636	 497	Passive	Engagement	 185		 142		
Active	Engagement	 66		 67		
Discovery	 47		 36		Time	in	Discovery	 51,1s	(SD:	22,2)	 35,9s	(SD:	15,6)		
Meaningful	interactions	 57	 96	
#	interviews	 27	(14	Male,	avg.	41	y.o.,	21	SD)		 27	(13	Male,	avg.	44	y.o.,	22	SD)	
#	insights	 37	 26	Factual	 8	(21,6%)	 15	(57,7%)	Interpretative	 15	(40,2%)	 3	(11,5%)	Reflective	 12	(32,4%)	 5	(19,2%)	Referring	to	context	 10	 2	
Detailed	 15	 5	Comparative	 20	 18	Overview	 2	 3	Insights/person	 2,2	(SD:	1,4)	 1,7	(SD:	0,64)		
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Two	independent	researchers	who	were	not	immediately	related	to	this	research	coded	the	transcripts	of	the	interviews	according	to	a	custom	insight	reporting	methodology	(Saraiya,	North	and	Duca,	2005;	Yi,	Kang,	Stasko	and	Jacko,	2008),	which	was	divided	in	two	categories.	First,	‘insight	depth’	was	interpreted	in	three	subcategories:	1)	factual,	a	mere	description	of	data	values;	2)	interpretive,	the	synthesis	of	data	values	with	data-independent	knowledge;	and	3)	reflective,	which	includes	some	personal	or	emotional	connotation.	Second,	each	insight	was	coded	according	to	the	number	of	distinct	data	dimensions	it	referred	to,	which	were	separated	into	three	subcategories:	a)	detailed,	pointing	to	one	specific	data	dimension;	b)	comparative,	referring	to	two	or	more	data	records	that	are	related	with	another;	and	c)	overview,	relating	to	the	visualization	itself	or	beyond,	for	instance	when	the	insight	was	extracted	from	previous	knowledge	on	the	topic.	For	interpretative	and	reflective	depth	insights,	we	also	coded	if	the	insights	referred	to	contextual	elements	(see	Table	1),	such	as	the	local	government	or	the	cycle-friendly	surrounding.	It	should	be	noted	that	any	reported	insight	that	corresponded	to	any	of	the	four	provided	insights	from	the	annotations	in	the	narrative	condition	was	removed,	even	when	it	included	some	interpretation	or	reflection,	yet	except	when	it	was	obvious	it	was	not	based	on	the	annotation,	but	on	other	data.			
5.3. Results and discussion 	























Figure 5.3 A cyclist inspects the narrative, public visualization. 	
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Figure 6.1 Updating the e-ink displays at the façade of one of the participating 
households. 
Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options. i r  4.17 Bicycle Barome er at the suburban d ployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.  Conditi n non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Depl yme t of DoS 8 in Antwerp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 

















Figure 6.3 Co-design workshop in London. 
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6.4. Adding the perspective of passers-by First,	we	developed	and	evaluated	the	use	of	a	single	public	visualization	display	consisting	of	multiple	data	representation	types,	in	order	to	get	a	better	understanding	of	how	passers-by	consumed	such	seemingly	fragmented	information.	The	content	thus	included	a	general	title,	a	line	graph	that	represented	NOx	values	over	one	week,	the	opinion	of	a	local	citizen	and	several	bar	charts	that	presented	NOx	data	of	the	previous	day	from	comparable	cities.	We	attached	the	mock-up	on	the	fence	of	a	busy	passage	in	London,	and	on	a	window	of	a	public	library	at	a	university’s	campus	and	on	a	square	in	the	city	center	in	Aarhus	to	test	multiple	contextual	situations.	We	stopped	passers-by	(in	London	N=13,	9F,	AVG.	35y.o.;	in	Aarhus,	N=32,	16F,	AVG.	30y.o.)	and	asked	them	what	they	learned	from	the	public	visualization.	We	deliberately	formulated	this	in	an	open	way,	to	allow	the	expression	of	spontaneous	impressions	that	potentially	relate	to	the	environmental	context.	Citizens	of	London	were	generally	concerned	with	the	presented	issue,	while	citizens	of	Aarhus	felt	not	aware	of	any	air	quality	problem.	Despite	this	sentiment,	5	citizens	in	Aarhus	were	surprised	to	discover	the	air	quality	of	their	city	to	be	comparable	to	London,	which	prompted	them	to	inspect	the	rest	of	the	display	more	closely.	In	London,	the	“air	quality	data”	title	already	raised	expectations	of	negative	trends,	which	already	inhibited	four	passers-by	to	further	engage	with	the	rest	of	the	display.	19	Citizens	only	inspected	the	bar	charts	and	ignored	the	line	graph	as	they	expected	it	to	be	too	complex	to	interpret.	In	three	cases,	the	textual	local	opinion	acted	as	a	starting	point	for	the	further	inspection	of	the	display.	





Figure 6.5 The storyline on air quality in relation to green areas on a set of DoS 
displays. 
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6.5. The Data On Site system We	describe	the	DoS	system	in	term	of	its	intended	interaction	design	and	its	technical	infrastructure.	
6.5.1. Interaction Design Each	set	of	six	displays	(see	Figure	6.6)	presents	a	particular	perspective	on	a	local	issue	by	way	of	a	specific	thematic	storyline.	Each	storyline	is	depicted	by	six	data	sets,	originating	from	local	sensor	streams	or	derived	from	open	data	repositories,	as	well	as	more	qualitative	opinions	from	participating	residents	and	passers-by	(see	Figure	6.5).	Each	storyline	generally	consists	of:	1)	a	title	that	introduces	the	thematic	storyline	within	the	general	issue	(e.g.	Air	pollution	and	the	impact	of	green	areas);	2)	a	main	visualization	(e.g.	a	historic	line	graph	on	one-week	Particle	Matter	measurements);	3)	supporting	visualizations	or	textual	annotations	(e.g.	a	textual	annotation	stating	the	impact	of	green	combined	with	an	infographic	on	the	number	of	green	areas	in	the	neighborhood,	see	Figure	6.5),	4)	a	bar	chart	that	presents	polling	results	(e.g.	on	the	desire	to	have	more	green	areas),	and	5)	an	annotation	by	the	resident	(e.g.	the	question	if	passers-by	would	like	more	green	areas	in	the	street?).	On	a	set	equipped	with	a	polling	device,	this	annotation	included	a	concrete	question	to	passers-by	as	formulated	by	the	resident	household	who	hosted	the	visualization.	On	the	other	sets,	this	annotation	was	a	personal	statement	based	on	reflecting	upon	the	visualized	data	by	the	resident	household.	Passers-by	were	then	able	select	a	happy,	neutral	and	sad	smiley,	and	contribute	their	opinion	through	a	simple	push	of	a	button,	which	caused	an	integrated	LED	to	light	up.		
The	electronics	of	a	display	are	encapsulated	by	a	custom,	colorful	and	3D	printed	casing	(see	Figure	6.9).	A	display	can	be	attached	to	the	façade	either	externally	through	fixating	the	casing	to	a	glass	pane,	or	internally	by	gluing	the	casing	to	the	inside	of	the	glass	window	and	fitting	a	sticker	that	hides	the	outer	edges.	As	shown	in	Figure	6.6,	each	set	of	displays	can	be	freely	arranged	in	terms	of	layout,	such	as	to	adopt	to	the	architectural	qualities	of	a	façade.	
Figure 6.6 Interaction design of DoS: visualizations presented on set of displays 
(a) on the window of a residents’ house (b) in a neighborhood (c) are guided by one 
storyline. In a neighborhood, several storylines exist, which together form one 
story (d).  
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Multiple	sets	of	displays	can	be	spatially	distributed	over	multiple	façades	in	a	neighborhood.	Typically,	a	participating	resident	household	is	selected	based	on	the	location	of	their	house	facade,	in	terms	of	1)	physical	aspects,	such	as	how	the	façade	is	visible	for	passers-by	from	further	away	or	when	they	are	seated	on	a	bench	at	the	public	square;	2)	how	the	facade	is	situated	in	a	specific	rhythm	of	neighboring	displays	(e.g.	each	third	façade);	or	3)	its	social	meaning,	as	the	home	of	the	person	championing	the	local	issue,	or	being	community	newcomer.	Finally,	the	spatial	succession	of	the	different	sets	also	provides	a	cohesive	narrative	that	potentially	signifies	the	sharing	of	concerns	of	multiple	neighbors.	Next	to	the	set	of	displays,	A5-sized	printouts	introduced	the	workings	and	motivations	behind	the	whole	public	visualization	system.	A	dedicated	webpage	offered	a	more	detailed	introduction	to	the	project,	and	pointed	to	an	email	address	for	any	inquiries	or	comments.	
6.6. Technical Infrastructure The	technical	components	that	comprise	the	infrastructure	behind	the	DoS	system	are	summarized	in	Figure	6.7.	Real	time	and	evolving	data	(e.g.	from	local	sensors	and	polling)	is	automatically	collected	on	a	daily	basis	and	rendered	in	pre-defined	visual	representations.	Non-time	sensitive	data	from	other	open	data	sources	(e.g.	green	areas	in	the	city)	were	visualized	in	advance.	In	response	to	the	outcome	of	the	design	space	exploration,	DoS	deliberately	employs	visualizations	with	varying	levels	of	visual	complexity	(Sprague	and	Tory,	2012)	ranging	from	a	single	number	over	infographics	to	line	graphs	or	bar	charts,	to	appeal	to	the	expectation	of	passers-by	but	also	provide	bite-sized	facts.	Through	a	custom	web-based	content	management	system	the	researchers	build	thematic	storylines	using	these	visualizations,	and	residents	are	given	the	opportunity	to	select	one	of	these	storylines	on	a	daily	basis	and	provide	a	personal	annotation.	
Figure 6.7 The DoS system aggregates data and creates visualizations that form 
storylines. These storylines are shaped through a CMS and spread to distributed 




 6.7. Methodology Our	in-the-wild	case	study	applied	a	mixed	method	approach,	to	investigate	the	impact	of	the	system	on	two	user	groups:	1)	the	participating	residents,	and	2)	the	passers-by.	
Residents.	We	provided	DoS	to	local	champions	for	them	to	raise	awareness	around	a	local	issue	that	could	be	evidenced	in	data.	These	champions	took	it	upon	themselves	to	recruit	community	members	in	the	neighborhood,	which	we	coin	as	‘residents’,	to	host	the	public	visualization.	We	interviewed	residents	in	an	informal	way	at	least	2	times	during	each	
Figure 6.8 Developing the prototypes: 3D printed plastic casings in red and 
blue (right, in blue box), 3D printer (middle), soldered buttons on the 

















Figure 6.10 DoS 6: Receiver of polling devices connected to mini computer 
behind the window (left) and researcher with laptop and base station (right) 






6.9. Case study The	neighborhood	committee	of	street	A.	(see	Figure	6.11),	a	group	of	neighbors	in	the	city	of	Antwerp	consists	of	citizen	concerned	about	the	levels	of	local	air	pollution,	as	a	scientifically-backed	one-month	citizen	science	study	(Van	Brussel	and	Huyse,	2017)	revealed	very	unhealthy	PM25	values	for	their	street	according	to	WHO	standards	(WHO,	2005).	The	committee’s	aim	is	for	the	street	to	become	blocked	for	non-local	traffic	streams.	As	such,	the	committee	showed	interest	in	collecting	more	and	real-time	data-based	evidence	on	air	pollution,	and	to	share	these	measurements	with	the	greater	neighborhood	in	order	to	raise	more	widespread	awareness	for	
Table 6-1 Overview of demographics of participating residents of 
case study 2. 






Figure 6.11 Neighborhood in A. The black and white circles present the DoS 










6.10.2. Passers-by and carrier The	relative	location	of	the	displays	affected	the	level	of	active	engagement	behavior.	As	evidenced	in	Table	6-2,	both	passive	and	active	engagement	occurred	most	with	DoS	3,	5	and	6.	5	Passers-by	reported	they	were	passively	engaged	with	DoS	5,	6	or	7	but	did	not	want	to	actively	engage	with	the	content,	as	it	would	appear	they	were	trying	to	look	inside	the	homes.	In	2	occasions,	we	observed	how	passers-by	took	a	picture	of	the	display	constellation,	a	strategy	to	read	and	study	the	exact	content	during	a	later	point	in	time.		At	DoS	6,	4	passers-by	reported	to	feel	unsure	they	were	allowed	to	press	a	polling	button,	as	they	reported	the	size	of	the	displays	to	imply	it	to	denote	a	personal	device,	or	that	its	outer	
Table 6-2 Observed number of passers-by at DoS 3, 6, 6 and 7 for a total 
of 13 hours, categorized according to PACD model (Memarovic, 
Langheinrich, Alt, Elhart, Hosio and Rubegni, 2012), and the number of 



















6.10.4. Residents and environment Fixed,	daily	update	moments	cause	room	for	social	discussion.	Neighbors	and	residents	requested	more	information	on	the	project	during	the	daily	update	moments.	Five	neighbors	regularly	(i.e.	more	than	3	times)	approached	the	researcher	to	ask	about	the	project	in	general,	or	specific	“whether	there	is	sufficient	proof	of	the	air	pollution	yet”	(P7).	In	five	occasions,	these	informal	question	moments	caused	social	discussion	on	the	issue	between	neighbors.	Despite	the	vicinity	of	all	display	sets,	two	residents	reported	they	would	like	an	overview	of	the	opinions	and	questions	of	other	residents,	as	this	would	help	them	to	‘feel	part’	of	a	bigger	project.	
Figure 6.12 Relations between passer-by and (1) environment, (2) carrier and 
(3) content, and resident and environment (4), carrier (5) and content (6). 
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6.10.5. Residents and carrier Designing	and	determining	the	layout	of	the	displays	was	a	non-obvious	task	for	residents.	Residents	of	DoS	2,	3,	4,	6,	and	8	decided	for	themselves	the	location	and	arrangement	of	the	set	of	displays	on	their	window	or	façade,	and	based	their	designs	on	previous	encounters	with	passers-by	or	experiences	of	hanging	posters.	The	remaining	3	residents	asked	the	researcher	to	do	it	for	them.	In	case	of	R3,	we	had	to	consider	the	lack	of	a	window	facing	the	square,	for	which	we	constructed	a	custom	wooden	notice	board.	R4	and	R6	personalized	the	arrangements	of	the	displays	by	spreading	the	displays	over	the	entire	window.	R3	and	R8	reported	after	the	deployment	period	how	they	would	extent	the	DoS	system	with	tailor-made	casings	as	a	way	to	hold	specific	viewers’	attention.	R8	would	have	liked	to	be	able	to	add	Arabic	characters	on	the	displays	as	this	would	appeal	to	a	broader	audience.	This	resident	also	imagined	more	Arabic	embellished	casings	for	the	displays,	as	she	believed	it	would	become	more	beautiful.	R1	and	R3	requested	bigger	displays	to	target	automobilists,	as	they	form	the	cause	of	the	issue.		
6.10.6. Residents and content The	personal	opinions	uploaded	by	residents	and	shown	on	the	sixth	display	had	hyperlocal	relevance,	such	as	by	making	links	to	current	events.	Five	residents	regularly	(>	7	times)	updated	their	opinions	in	relation	to	the	given	storyline.	R5,	R6	and	R7	consciously	contemplated	every	other	day	(10	times	in	total)	on	the	opinions,	e.g.	“As	a	young	adult,	I	think	
it’s	normal	to	be	healthy.	What	about	the	future?	What	am	I	doing	by	choosing	to	live	here?”.	The	
	
Figure 6.13 DoS nr. 7 on the window next to the entrance door of the 





6.11.1. Passer-by and environment Public	visualization	encourages	passers-by	to	reflect	on	the	overall	local	issue	–	more	so	than	the	patterns	that	might	be	revealed	in	the	visualizations	themselves.	As	passers-by	even	can	become	self-conscious	of	their	stake	in	the	issue,	they	feel	embarrassed	towards	the	resident	and	neighbors	that	push	the	issue	in	the	public	realm,	potentially	prohibiting	proper	engagement	or	unbiased	polling	with	the	system.	For	instance,	our	results	revealed	how	some	passers-by	felt	it	would	be	hypocritical	of	them	if	they	would	participate	in	the	poll,	as	they	had	the	impression	the	residents	were	directly	pointing	a	finger	at	them.	The	private	character	of	the	carrier,	i.e.	a	house	façade,	gives	passers-by	the	feeling	of	being	personally	addressed	by	its	inhabitants.	In	that	respect,	publicly	owned	locations,	such	as	urban	infrastructure	or	public	buildings	might	be	more	suited	as	hosts	of	public	visualization	as	they	represent	more	neutral	and	commonly	shared	territory.	On	the	other	hand,	designers	can	exploit	the	more	personal	social	dimension	of	public	visualization	ownership	to	elicit	particular	reflection	on	the	overall	issue.	
For	instance,	the	social	relationship	of	the	passer-by	versus	the	resident	increases	passive	engagement	and	reflection	on	the	overall	issue.	As	with	any	public	display,	public	visualization	is	challenged	by	the	‘display	blindness’	phenomenon,	which	describes	how	passers-by	decide	upon	engaging	with	a	display	based	on	the	expected	relevancy	of	its	content	(Huang,	Koster	and	Borchers,	2008).	By	locating	public	visualization	unto	a	resident’s	home,	a	neighbor	or	local	passer-by	assumes	the	content	to	be	locally	relevant	to	such	degree	that	they	at	least	passively	engage	with	it.	Depending	on	their	own	stake	or	interpretation	of	the	overall	issue,	and	how	they	
Table 6-3 The number of insights coded according to content, environment and 








6.11.2. Passer-by and carrier Carriers	with	indistinct	or	ambiguous	physical	characteristics	inhibit	engagement	with	public	visualization.	Passers-by	tend	to	be	embarrassed	to	inspect	displays	attached	to	windows	without	curtains,	as	they	felt	other	passers-by	would	judge	them	as	a	‘peeping	Tom’.	Similarly,	when	the	windows	were	dirty,	passers-by	were	not	motivated	to	
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actively	engage,	as	they	did	not	want	to	be	perceived	as	judging	the	cleanliness	of	the	resident’s	home.	We	learned	how	a	simple	architectural	feature	as	a	window	can	create	uncertain	situations	for	a	passer-by,	as	they	consider	who	might	be	looking	(and	judging)	from	inside,	or	might	be	interpreting	their	interaction	with	the	window	(and	thus	the	residents)	from	the	outside.	An	ideal	carrier	should	therefore	establish	the	physical	means	for	passers-by	to	engage	with	the	content	and	polling	in	a	more	‘private’	setting,	for	example	by	exploiting	a	protruding	wall,	or	surfaces	with	less	obvious	ownership.		
6.11.3. Passer-by and content Interactive	polling	promotes	the	discovery	of	public	visualization.	Our	results	show	how	the	display	sets	without	the	polling	feature	less	often	facilitated	discovery	engagement.	Designers	can	therefore	deploy	interactive	polling	as	a	conscious	strategy	to	encourage	people	to	engage	with	multiple	facets	of	the	underlying	issue.	However,	polling	is	not	free	of	any	obligation,	as	it	presents	a	particular	commitment	towards	the	participant,	even	when	residents	initiate	the	poll.	
Allowing	different	types	of	visualization	to	co-exist	promotes	engagement.	Some	visualization	types,	such	as	line	graphs	or	scatterplots,	or	the	combination	of	several	data	sets,	are	considered	as	complex,	which	inhibits	engagement	(Sprague	and	Tory,	2012).	Our	storylines	included	a	range	of	visualization	types	and	data	ranging	from	percentile	statistics	to	one-week	historic	data.	Likewise,	we	learned	how	lay	users	like	passers-by	chose	to	engage	with	the	visualizations	that	presented	content	in	a	simplified	and	bite-sized	format.	On	the	other	hand,	some	passers-by	were	particularly	interested	in	analyzing	the	statistical	results,	for	instance	to	underpin	their	opinions	with	more	or	better	objective	evidence.	Designers	of	public	visualization	should	consider	serving	different	types	of	data	consumption,	as	it	allows	for	a	more	varied	audience	engaged	with	the	issue.	Even	when	citizens	might	neglect	more	complex	forms	of	data	communication,	we	believe	that	public	visualization	supports	familiarizing	a	wider	and	more	representative	audience	with	data,	and	spurs	the	general	societal	expectation	that	‘smart’	public	decisions	should	be	based	on	transparent	and	verifiable	forms	of	evidence.	
6.11.4. Resident and environment The	lack	of	overview	on	the	content	of	the	distributed	public	visualization	and	polling	inhibits	more	collective	forms	of	engagement	by	residents.	Although	we	anticipated	that	residents	would	consult	the	displays	of	other	participating	peers	–	hereby	creating	unique	opportunities	of	collaborative	action	–	they	rarely	did,	mainly	because	of	time	constraints.	As	a	result,	some	residents	had	little	inspiration	to	write	an	opinion	or	a	polling	question,	also	because	they	felt	their	efforts	seemed	not	community-supported.	In	future	work,	designers	could	integrate	a	comprehensive	overview	of	community	efforts,	such	as	the	storylines	of	other	residents,	their	opinions	and	polling	questions,	and	potentially	the	polling	results.		The	daily	presence	of	the	researcher	to	update	the	content	promotes	engagement	of	residents.	The	researcher’s	presence	functioned	as	a	spark	(Wouters,	Downs,	Harrop,	Cox,	Oliveira,	
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Webber,	Vetere	and	Vande	Moere,	2016)	for	social	interactions	to	occur	between	residents	and	non-participating	neighbors.	This	phenomenon	will	potentially	disappear	with	better,	i.e.	more	ubiquitous,	wireless	infrastructure	such	as	presented	by	current	advancements	in	IoT.	Future	research	could	investigate	how	a	proper	interaction	design	might	replicate	this	effect,	such	as	by	providing	a	unique	visual	or	auditory	experience	during	the	update	of	the	displays	that	can	only	be	experienced	by	sharing	the	outside	space.	
6.11.5. Resident and carrier Residents	are	conscious	of	determining	the	ideal	spots	on	their	facade	to	catch	attention	of	passers-by,	yet	some	have	issues	with	design	tasks.	Different	design	attitudes	became	apparent,	as	residents	deliberately	chose	particular	display	arrangements	to	be	more	noticeable,	or	expressed	the	desire	to	customize	the	colors	and	textures	of	the	casings	of	the	displays.	The	semi-private	space	of	a	house	façade	is	sensitive,	in	that	residents	feel	aware	that	passers-by	judge	the	outer	appearance	(Vande	Moere,	Tomitsch,	Hoinkis,	Trefz,	Johansen	and	Jones,	2011).		In	that	sense,	the	physical	aspects	of	public	displays	could	be	co-created	and	be	better	adapted	to	particular	architectural	features	or	personal	aesthetic	preferences,	which	in	turn	would	strengthen	the	authorship	of	the	shown	content.	The	physical	design	might	also	better	articulate	narrative	structures,	such	as	the	order,	context	or	importance	of	particular	story	elements.	





7.1. ERI model We	present	ERI,	a	novel	evaluation	model	to	study	the	insight-generating	capacities	of	public	visualization.	This	contribution	responds	to	RQ4,	i.e.	How	can	insight	generation	caused	by	public	
visualization	be	evaluated	in	casual	contexts? .	
7.1.1. Motivation As	embedded	representations,	such	as	public	visualization,	are	increasingly	deployed,	there	is	a	need	for	more	effective	evaluation	methods	that	allow		1) to	measure	how	visual	representations	are	able	to	engage	citizens	in	an	insight-generation	process,	and2) to	learn	how	the	surrounding	environment	influences	these	insights(Willett,	Jansen	and	Dragicevic,	2017).	We	present	the	Engagement-Reflection-Insight	(ERI)	model,	which	is	based	on	two	existing	HCI	engagement	analysis	models	(Alt,	Memarovic,	Elhart,	Bial,	Schmidt,	Langheinrich,	Harboe,	Huang	and	Scipioni,	2011;	Sprague	and	Tory,	2012)	and	was	iteratively	developed	throughout	the	last	four	case	studies	of	this	thesis.	
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7.1.2. PACD model The	Passive-Active-Discovery	(PACD)	model	is	deployed	in	the	field	of	public	displays	(Memarovic,	Langheinrich,	Alt,	Elhart,	Hosio	and	Rubegni,	2012),	and	consists	of:	- A	passive	engagement	stage,	which	includes	activities	such	as	glancing	at	the	public	visualization	or	other	people	who	are	interacting	with	the	public	visualization;	- An	active	engagement	stage,	including	reading	the	title	or	inspecting	an	outlier,	or	briefly	interacting	with	the	public	visualization;	- A	discovery	stage,	in	which	participants	are	inspecting	the	visualization	without	interaction,	or	they	are	interacting	with	the	public	visualization	to	submit	input	or	explore	output.	
Video-	or	researcher	observations	are	deployed	to	capture	the	activities.	Then,	these	observations	are	analyzed	and	categorized	according	to	the	stages	of	PACD.	
Figure 7.1 A passer-by (left) notices the public visualization (right) in 
the passive engagement stage, then walks towards the display while reading 
the content in the active engagement stage and touches the display to 
explore the visualization in the discovery stage.  
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7.1.3. PIMM model The	Promoter-Inhibitor-Motivation	Model	(PIMM)	originates	from	the	field	of	casual	visualization	and	focuses	on	the	goals	and	motivation	of	viewers	to	engage	with	data	and	visualization	(Sprague	and	Tory,	2012).	When	viewers	transit	from	passive	to	active	engagement,	they	are	aware	a	visualization	exists	without	necessarily	identifying	what	data	or	content	is	being	represented.	The	transition	from	active	engagement	to	discovery	is	characterized	by	the	recognition	of	a	visualization	(either	its	content	or	the	carrying	artifact),	which	involves	the	motivation	to	accomplish	the	following	goals:	- Intrinsic	goals	(e.g.	finding	personal	relevancy	in	the	topic,	formulating	a	hypothesis)	or	- Extrinsic	goals	(e.g.	social	pressure)	These	motivations	may	promote	engagement	with	visualization,	or	inhibit	engagement,	such	as	the	social	embarrassment	we	observed	in	Data	on	Site	(Chapter	6).	As	shown	in	Figure	7.2,	the	design	factors	of	data,	representation	and	context	influence	the	goals.		
Semi-structured	interviews	are	deployed	to	capture	the	viewer’s	goal	of	approaching	and	engaging	with	visualization,	and	the	findings.	PIMM	supports	the	analysis	of	these	interviews	to	identify	the	role	of	the	design	factors,	in	particular	the	role	of	context.		
Figure 7.2 Simplified scheme of relations in the Promoter-Inhibitor-
Motivation Model (PIMM). In the middle, the design factors of data, 
its representation, the context of interpretation and the experiences 
of the user, influence goal production. When this user interacts with 
the visualization (i.e. visualization artifact use), source factors 
are altered, which potentially leads to goal accomplishment.  
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Figure 7.3 A passer-by (left) engages with public visualization in a passive and active 















7.1.7. Future work Already	ten	years	ago,	several	calls	were	made	to	define	methodologies	to	evaluate	insight	that	is	generated	through	infovis	(Johnson,	Moorhead,	Munzner,	Pfister,	Rheingans	and	Yoo,	2006;	North,	2006),	and	initial	attempts	to	set	up	an	insight-reporting	methodology	were	made	(Saraiya,	North	and	Duca,	2005).	Yet	with	the	expansion	of	infovis	towards	implementation	in	physical	settings	(Willett,	Jansen	and	Dragicevic,	2017),	thereby	targeting	reflective	behavior	of	a	wide	audience,	a	systematic	approach	to	study	these	reflections	might	be	more	urgent.	Our	ERI	model	contributes	to	defining	a	methodological	approach	to	study	the	generation	of	visualization	insights,	by	capturing	the	motivation	to	interact	with	visualization,	thereby	highlighting	these	motivations	and	other	contextual	conditions	in	the	coding	process	of	the	insight-reporting	methodology.	As	such,	this	model	could	be	applied	in	future	HCI	studies	that	aim	for	general	reflection	and	insight-generation	on	data	in	semi-private	settings,	such	as	smart	house	data	in	the	home	(Houben,	Golsteijn,	Gallacher,	Johnson,	Bakker,	Marquardt,	Capra	and	Rogers,	2016)	or	wedding	data	at	the	event	(Elsden,	Durrant,	Chatting	and	Kirk,	2017).		
Furthermore,	engagement	in	infovis	is	not	yet	clearly	defined	as	it	is	a	complex	construct	(Saket,	Endert	and	Stasko,	2016;	Hung	and	Parsons,	2017).	The	ERI	model	contributes	to	the	definition	(Boy,	Detienne	and	Fekete,	2015)	and	preservation	(Amini,	Riche,	Lee,	Hurter	and	Irani,	2015)	of	engagement	in	infovis,	particularly	because	the	real-world,	public	setting	allowed	us	to	observe	and	interview	users	after	their	fully	voluntary	and	opportunistic	interaction	with	a	visualization.	Such	qualitative	interview	data	is	hard	to	capture	when	visualization	resides	online.	Indeed,	the	physical	wandering	behavior	is	not	unlike	that	of	online	information	‘flaneuring’,	i.e.	seeking	information	randomly	(Dork,	Carpendale	and	Williamson,	2011),	so	that	the	analysis	of	how	people	engage	with	public	visualization	may	well	provide	complementary	understanding	to	how	information	seekers	approach	infovis	online.		
We	believe	our	model	can	help	capture	the	spatial	and	contextual	aspects	that	affect	users	of	interactive	systems,	and	public	visualization	in	particular,	yet	it	is	only	one	step	towards	a	comprehensive	model	of	engagement	with	public	visualization.	This	model	is	based	on	findings	of	our	five	case	studies	that	varied	in	content,	carrier	and	environment,	and	time,	participants	and	their	mindsets.	As	such,	its	validity	is	limited	to	those	specific	contexts.	Therefore,	this	model	is	not	generative	or	prescriptive,	yet	helps	designers	to	map	the	engagement	process	in	order	to	better	understand	how	content and carrier of visualization is connected to the environment. 
In general, ERI allowed us to learn that design aspects that can initially be studied from far (i.e. 
reading the main title, interpreting the location of placement, interpreting the material dimensions of 
public visualization) are crucial for continuation of the engagement process (i.e. promoter or inhibitor) 
and the generation of insights (i.e. questions arise).
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7.2. Public visualization demonstrators We	developed	five	public	visualization	demonstrators.	The	design	process	of	these	demonstrates	typically	followed	4	phases:	1)	identifying	the	issue,	2)	design	of	the	content,	3)	prototyping,	and	4)	in-the-wild	deployment.			
7.2.1. Identifying local issues As	shown	in	Table	7-1	(below,	in	‘study’),	the	design	process	of	Street	Infographics,	Bicycle	
Barometer	and	Data	on	Site	departed	from	a	real,	data-driven	issue	that	a	local	civic	organization	aimed	to	communicate	to	citizens.	Because	of	the	hyperlocal	qualities	of	the	issues,	we	also	studied	the	context	of	deployment	in	this	initial	design	phase,	through	observation	and	informal	interviews	on	the	streets.				























Data	 Volunteered	 Volunteered	 Contributed,	volunteered	 Volunteered	 Contributed,	volunteered	
Nr.	of	data	
sets	
2	 12	 4	 8	 17	











Medium-low	 Medium	 Mixed	 Medium	 Mixed	
Presentation	 Non-narrative	 Non-narrative	 Non-narrative	 Narrative	 Narrative	
Interaction	
technology	
/	 Tangibles	shaped	as	charts	 Floor	mat	and	button	 Touch	 3	buttons	
Purpose	of	
interaction	
/	 Consulting	 Contributing	&	consulting	 Consulting	 Contributing	
Output	of	
interaction	
/	 Filter	and	combine	 Polling	and	exploring	 Authoring	story	and	filter	 Polling	
Output	
technology	
/	 LCD	display	 LED	display	 LCD	display	 e-Ink	display	
Carrying	
artifact	
Street	sign	 Telescope	installation	 Tailor-made	construction	 /	 3D	printed	case	&	facade	





Location	 Distributed	 Centralized	 Centralized	 Centralized	 Distributed	
Environment	 Streets	 Shopping	street	 Bicycle	lane	 Public	library	 (Shopping	)	streets	







Space	 Public	 Public	and	semi-public	 Public	 Semi-public	 Public	
Demand	of	 City	council	 Flanders	DC	 Province	of	Vl.	Brabant	 Province	of	Vl.	Brabant	 City	council	and	neighborhood	committee	
Target	 Preparing	civic	debate	 Making	data	transparent	 Making	data	transparent	 Making	data	transparent	 Preparing	civic	debate	
Issue	 Student	nuisance	 /	 Dangerous	bicycle	intersection	 /	 Local	air	pollution	
Passers-by	 299	 461	 247	 1133	 872	






6	days	 4	days	 6	days	 4	days	 20	days	
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7.3. Design guidelines We	present	design	guidelines	that	support	insight	generation	through	public	visualization.	These	guidelines	are	based	on	the	design	recommendations	formulated	in	the	different	chapters	(see	Table	7-2).	The	guidelines	provide	an	answer	to	our	research	questions.	First, we will present 
general guidelines that answer our general research question: 
(RQ0) How can the design of public visualization encourage citizens to 
generate insights in casual contexts?  
Second,	we	will	present	specific	guidelines	that	respond	to	our	sub	research	questions:	- (RQ1) Does a narrative approach of public visualization affect 
engagement and insight generation? - (RQ2) How the use of physical interaction elements impact 
engagement and insight generation with public visualization? - (RQ3) How do specific contextual conditions of public visualization 
affect engagement and insight generation? - (RQ4) How can insight generation caused by public visualization be 
evaluated in casual contexts? 
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Table 7-2 Overview of the different case studies and their 
respective design recommendations. Chapter	 Design	recommendations	2. Street
Infographics	 -	Six	design	characteristics	for	public	visualization	(RQ0,	RQ3);	2.1							Local	and	Social;	2.2							Aesthetic	and	Medium	2.3							Insightful	and	Persuasive	2.4							Contextual	2.5							Opportunistic	2.6							Trustworthy	-	Identification	of	the	role	of	physical	design	characteristics	in	four	design	recommendations	(RQ2):		3.1 						Affords	different	types	of	engagement	behavior;	3.2 						Shifts	extrinsic	to	intrinsic	user	goals;	3.3 						Enforces	the	public	character	of	interaction;	3.4 						Encourages	social	interaction;	
3. Sight	on
Local	Data	
-	Novel	evaluation	methodology	of	controlling	in-the-wild	studies	(RQ4)	-	Identification	of	how	targeting	a	specific	civic	audience	encourages	engagement	with	public	visualization,	in	eight	design	recommendations	for	cyclist-specific	interaction	with	a	public	display	(RQ3);	4.1.1 User-specific	interactive	and	physical	features	encourage	passive	engagement;	4.1.2 Teasers	guide	into	active	engagement;	4.1.3 Balance	novel	and	familiar	interactive	features	to	overcome	usability	issues;	4.1.4 User-specific	interactive	features	lowers	engagement	barriers;	4.1.5 Content	motivates	the	continuation	from	passive	to	active	engagement;	4.1.6 The	relevance	of	content	is	weighed	to	the	environment	4.1.7 The	physical	actions	caused	by	interactive	features	afford	sense-making	4.1.8 Social	interaction	spaces	should	be	included	in	the	physical	design.	
4. Bicycle
Barometer	
-	Identification	of	how	material	dimensions	affect	engagement	with	public	visualization	(RQ2);	4.2.1 Impermanent	dimensions	influence	appropriation,	perception	of	ownership	and	participation	urgency;	4.2.2 Imperfect	dimensions	impact	expectations	and	reflections;	4.2.3						Incomplete	dimensions	imply	an	emotional	relation	with	researcher.	5. Narrative





7.3.1. (RQ0) General research question In	our	research	question,	citizens	are	framed	as	target	audience.	Citizens	are	a	diverse	group	of	people	with	varying	characteristics	and	roles.	In	the	following	guidelines,	we	discuss	strategies	to	engage	this	wide	audience	with	data.	









Public	visualization	can	be	designed	for	a	specific	audience	by	combining	or	focusing	the	specificity	of	the	design	on	one	of	these	levels.	This	design	approach	ensures	the	public	visualization	is	relevant	for	the	target	audience,	which	encourages	engagement.	Overcoming	difficulties	of	public	visualization	(e.g.	visualization	complexity,	learning	curve	for	interaction)	A	specific	audience	can	be	addressed	through	1) Hyperlocal	content:	In	Street	Infographics	(Chapter	2)	and	Data	on	Site	(Chapter	6),	we	presented	hyperlocal	issues.	As	a	result,	the	content	was	relevant	for	the	residents,	which	encouraged	them	to	engage	in	an	active	way	with	the	public	visualization.		2) Specific	physical	features:	In	Bicycle	Barometer	(Chapter	4),	we	learned	how	the	bicycle-specific	appearance	of	the	public	visualization	carrier	was	key	motivation	for	a	specific	audience	to	cast	their	vote	on	a	topic	that	is	related	to	that	specific	audience,	and	explore	other	relevant	data	sets.		3) Environment:	In	Street	Infographics	(Chapter	2),	we	learned	that	the	location	of	the	public	visualization	implies	the	target	audience	of	the	public	visualization.	This	finding	was	also	observed	in	Data	on	Site	(Chapter	6).		This	finding	is	relevant	for	studies	on	public	displays,	as	they	are	often	executed	independent	from	contextual	influences,	such	as	hyperlocal	content	or	specific	carrier	design	(Wouters,	Claes	and	Vande	Moere,	2015).	However,	our	finding	demonstrates	how	efforts	towards	designing	for	a	specific	context,	is	rewarded	with	more	engagement.			






7.3.2. (RQ1) Narrative approach for public visualization 






7.3.3. (RQ2) Physical interaction elements of public visualization 





7.3.4. (RQ3) Contextual conditions of public visualization 








7.4. Future work Here	we	present	two	‘future’	design	guidelines	that	are	based	on	our	tacit	knowledge,	yet	are	not	empirically	proven.	This	section	also	highlights	two	emerging	research	questions	that	were	not	the	focus	of	this	work.				
7.4.1. Future design guidelines 	













1.1.1.1. Deploying public visualization on the long-term The	presented	case	studies	are	deployed	during	a	relatively	short	period	of	time	–	ranging	from	4	days	to	20	days.	As	such,	how	citizens	engage	and	discover	insights	with	public	visualization	over	a	longer	period	of	time	is	still	an	open	question.	Based	on	our	findings	in	Data	on	Site	(Chapter	6),	we	assume	that	long-term	deployments	will	trigger	personal	insights	with	passers-by	as	they	more	regularly	encounter	the	public	visualization.	One	of	the	design	strategies	to	encourage	long-term	deployment	might	be	public	polling,	for	which	we	found	indications	in	Bicycle	Barometer	and	Data	on	Site	(Chapter	4	and	6).	Future	research	should	however	look	into	more	durable	polling	processes	as	current	polling	strategies	support	misuse	because	of	the	lack	of	identification	(e.g.	one	can	express	a	vote	several	times),	which	inhibits	passers-by	to	engage	when	returning.		Such	issues	might	be	avoided	when	passers-by	are	able	to	input	some	basic	demographic	information.	
1.1.1.2. Design strategies for action Our	research	focused	on	the	design	of	public	visualization	to	generate	insights.	Yet	ultimately,	some	public	visualizations	aims	to	elicit	civic	participation,	which	requires	some	action	taking.		Therefore,	Future	research	on	public	visualization	might	be	inspired	by	strategies	for	behavior	change,	such	as	gamification,	which	proved	motivational	for	changing	behavior	in	the	home	with	
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infovis	(e.g.	(Foster,	Lawson,	Blythe	and	Cairns,	2010;	Micheel,	Novak,	Fraternali,	Baroffio,	Castelletti	and	Rizzoli,	2015))	or	with	public	displays	in	urban	contexts	(e.g.	(Laureyssens,	Coenen,	Claeys,	Mechant,	Criel	and	Vande	Moere,	2014)).	We	question	how	these	and	other	design	strategies	can	be	implemented	in	public	visualization	to	trigger	behavior	change,	and	how	a	community	can	benefit	from	such	strategies	in	particular.	Long-term	deployments	(i.e.	more	than	1	month),	will	also	allow	evaluating	the	potential	impact	on	behavior.		
7.4.3. Transferring design strategies to different technologies The	work	in	this	thesis	presented	a	variety	of	existing	(e.g.	touch	display	in	Chapter	5,	LED	display	in	Chapter	4)	and	emerging	(e.g.	physicalizations	in	Chapter	3)	situated	technologies.	However,	technology	is	in	constant	flux.	Our	findings	are	also	relevant	for	technologies,	such	as	augmented	reality	applications	that	aim	to	present	visualizations	in	the	public	environment,	as	the	role	of	the	surrounding	environment	and	content	remain	similar.	Future	research	in	augmented	reality	should	further	investigate	if	embedding	visualizations	through	augmented	reality	in	public	space	results	in	different	design	strategies	than	the	situated	visualizations	of	our	studies.	
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7.5. Concluding remarks In	this	thesis,	we	explored	how	to	design	public	visualization	for	encouraging	engagement	and	insight	generation	in	casual	contexts.	This	research	resulted	in	three	main	contributions,	including	1)	nine	design	guidelines,	2)	an	evaluation	model	that	was	tested	in	various	contexts	and	3)	five	public	visualization	demonstrators.		We	are	proud	that	two	of	our	public	visualization	demonstrators	have	been	deployed	outside	the	research	context.	The	Bicycle	Barometer	is	further	developed	by	Q-lite,	a	digital	signage	company,	and	is	currently	property	of	the	province	of	Vlaams	Brabant	in	Belgium.	Recently,	we	received	requests	to	deploy	our	Data	on	Site	toolkit	for	civic	projects	in	and	outside	Belgium.	These	two	examples	demonstrate	that	there	is	a	need	for	public	visualization	products	in	the	field.		We	also	demonstrated	how	our	work	on	public	visualization	brings	novel	design	strategies	that	consider	narrative	aspects,	polling	features	and	contextual	influences,	and	an	Engagement-Reflection-Insight	evaluation	model	forward	for	the	field	of	infovis	in	general.	Also,	designers	of	public	displays	can	benefit	from	our	design	guidelines.	In	extent,	we	believe	this	work	proves	how	different	fields	can	learn	from	each	other.			The	design	guidelines	highlighted	how	several	aspects	of	the	context,	including	the	role	of	content,	carrier	and	environment	affect	engagement	and	insight	generation,	and	exemplified	their	application.	Furthermore,	our	case	studies	touched	upon	the	potential	of	public	visualization	to	elicit	social	discussion	and	collaboration,	and	to	trigger	civic	engagement.	Overall,	public	visualization	promises	to	engage	a	wide	civic	audience	with	data.	This	thesis	demonstrates	how	making	data	relevant	and	approachable	for	a	wide	audience	encourages	the	discovery	of	insights	in	the	casual	context	of	public	space.	
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Figure 2.2 Augmented street sign of ‘Bogaarden’ street in the city of Leuven, Belgium.Figure 3.2 Detail of Sight On Local data during the pilot studyFigure 3.6 Sight on Local Data et up in condition mix d, i  t  Brusselse straat in Leuven.
Figure 4.3 Cyclist browsing voting options.
 Figure 4.17 Bicycle Barometer at the suburban deployment area (Kessel-Lo, Leuven).Figure 5.2 Condition non-narrative in the hallway area of the public library.Figure 6.3 Deployment of DoS 8 in Ant erp.
Abstract
As public visualization is receiving more attention - in academic research as well as in 
everyday practice - we need to consider the physical environment as an important 
intrinsic component of its design. We propose that one should not disconnect a public 
visualization from the context in which it is read, as its immediate environment carries 
various meanings that in�luence its perception and interpretation. As the concept of 
street art also employs invisible meanings that are present in the environment in order 
to convey a message, it can act as a valuable resource for public visualization designers. 
As such, we will discuss four rhetoric strategies in order to demonstrate how street art 
practices succeed in relating to their environment, and how this relationship is able to 
trigger critical re�lection. Departing from three public visualization case studies - which 
are inspired by street art - we discuss how they in�luence the appeal, the engagement 
and the sense-making process.  For each of these rhetoric strategies, we describe design 
guidelines in order to help designers of public visualizations exploit communicational 
codes and meanings that are present in the environment.
Abstract
This chapter presents the evaluation study of Street Infographics, an urban intervention 
that visually represent data that is contextually related to local issues, and is visualized 
through situated displays that are placed within the social and public context of an 
urban environment. Based on the design characteristics of urban visualization, we 
de�ined six speci�ic design principles and applied these in the deployment of a low-�ideli-
ty prototype during an in-the-wild study. Designed to augment an existing street sign 
with socially- and locally-relevant information, the resulting urban visualization 
encourages people to gain local knowledge, re�lect on their perception and even foster 
social interaction. We describe the design of Street Infographics and its effect on local 
residents, as measured before and after our intervention. Our case study should be 
considered one of the �irst steps towards a better understanding of the true potential of 
the use of data visualization in a public context, such as for engaging citizens in acting 
towards a more qualitative and sustainable neighborhood. 
A ri ing number of public displays are becoming quipped with tangible interfaces. 
Espec ally in the context of the visualization of dat  in the public realm, offering t ngi-
ble interaction modalitie  might actively attract and eng ge passer-bys, and lead to 
increased nformation disc very.. We therefo e present a novel public visualization 
installation that deploys different forms of tangible interaction in co bination ith a 
public display in order to communicate civic data to a lay audience. During a compara-
tive, deployment-based study in an urban context, w  compared three distinct tangible 
interaction modalities in terms of the types of engagement and insight generation they 
fa litated. We report on our �indings and discuss a umber of design recomme dations 
for tangible int raction on public in ormatio  displays.
In th s pap , w  inves igate the poten ial f controlled in-the-wild st dies as an valua-
ion methodology tha merges the bene�its of lab-b s and in-the-wild studies. Our 
exploratory investig tion bu lds upon a comp ra ive, between subject experiment 
benchmarking different nteraction features of a cu om public install tion that visual-
zed a serie  of urban datasets. In order t  evalua the useful ess of the in-the- ld 
versus the controlled in-the-wild me hodolog es, we comp re  the res lti  �indings in 
erm  f participant ngag ment, i sight ge eration, and social int ractio . We 
propose that a con rolled in-the-wild study f rs  viabl  alt nat ve when evalua ing 
more complex interaction methods in public space, here y tentially reducing the 
practical effor s of in-the-wild studies to inv lv  participants.
s cy ling is increasing y promoted a an env ronment-friendly, cheap and eve  fast 
altern ive, th re exis s n increa ing n ed t  civic lly involve the potentially eng ged 
and pinion te  user group of cyclists. Therefo e, w  d sign d and evalu t d Bicycle 
Ba om ter, a  interactive bicy l count display hat gathers the opinions from cyclists 
an  convey r al-time, multi-dimen io al data to them egar ing ycli g be avior. Our 
user- ent r d desi n pr cess focused on ptimizing the use  experience by comparing 
s veral alte n tive cyc i -sp ci�ic te cti  desig s, which resulted in the ombina-
tion f  pressure sen itive �loor mat, p sh button nd low-resolution LED display. A  
in-the-wild valuation study r sulted in a set of d sign recommendat ons or cyclist-spe-
ci�ic i teraction, providing concrete insights into how a speci�ic lly argeted interaction 
method for public display i  able to fford engagement and enthusiasm from a particu-
lar target audience. 
e -the-w ld methodology involv s he valuati n o  a functioning prototyp in n 
everyd y con xt, during whi h the part cip nts re t pically left unaware of the ctual 
study context. As h  materi  dimensions of such a pr totype imply a prelimin r
st tus, the apparent diff ren e b tween p ot type and �inal end product ight
ffect the ac u l ecol gic  val dity of the ev luation r sults. By replicati g n 
in-the-wild stu y of identical yet pr gres ed high �idelity prototype versus its 
r s arch roduct one ye r apart, we ai  o inv s gate t e impact of m terial dimen
s s on us r behav r. Our results d monstra e how i pe man t material dimensions 
tend o incr ase he par i ipa i n rate a d augm nts �l ction o  own rship; imper-
ct d mensi s educe the expectati ns d contextual a propriation of an i stalla-
tion; and incomplete d mensions imply a r la ionship wi h the investigator. We thus 
claim that mat rial d mensio s affect the evaluation outcomes of -the-wild evaluation 
studies.
Publ c dis lays ar increasingly deploye to mak  civic da  eas y and publ cly ons m-
ble. Whil  augm nting suc  public visualiz tions with  narrativ  design strat gy 
cou d be promising to engage a l y audience, th y might perfor  iffere ly on public 
displ ys th  on common o line m d  bec use of the re contex -se itive environ-
m nt. W therefor  r port on a compa tive in-the-wild s udy of a public disp ay that 
contrast  an identical public v s alization with a d without a n rrativ  str cture, d 
unrav l how this ff cts h  us r eng ement and in igh  reatio proce s. Our �indings 
dic t how n rrative st ategy in relation o cont x ual spect  supports eper, 
person l �l c i  n data, co nect hor ip to the surrou ding nvironme t,
and overcomes c mpr h s  issues. We believe these results re useful for making 
publ c visualizations mor  effective, as well s u derstandi g why and h w lay users 
interact with nd learn fr m arrative data visualization in general. 
t r et-of-Things d vic s allow citiz ns t  appropria e data for their ow purpos , 
such a  r isi g olit cal ar ne  o   local is ue. Publi visu l zation h s h  ability
 eng ge a wide audi ce wi  this data by ituating i visual rep esentatio  i  th
environm t wh r  it s m itor . After an iterative o-de ign process with ci iz n , we 
propose a syst m that allows s d nts to is ribu  public v sualizatio s ver mult ple 
dis lays distributed over diff rent ocation , which g th co st uct data-drive
torylines. Through in-the-wild d ploymen s i  tw  internation l cities, we s ed how
assers-by and sid n s, which acted as c -au h rs of th  data narra iv s, ng ged 
wit h  system. Ou  � ndings s w how the rel tionships betwe n pas -by a  h  
were in�l enced by the perc iv d co en , carri r and env ronme t of h  
sys em, and tended to inhibit th s nse-making process towards the local issue, r her 











 Figure 8.2  Street Infographics: one of the street signs with a 
visualization attached to it (Claes and Vande Moere, 2013). 
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spontaneous	and	situated	interventions	(Schwartzman,	1985).	Inspired	by	art	activism,	street	art	interventions	deploy	the	practice	of	disruptive	aesthetic	to	attempt	to	unsettle	existing	political	conditions,	shared	meanings	and	personal	values,	and	often	replace	them	with	new	ones	(Markussen,	2013).	For	instance,	in	the	urban	intervention	Taking	back	to	the	street,	guerrilla	artist	and	architect	Cirugeda	transformed	trash	containers	into	places	for	social	interaction	(Santiago,	2005).	This	way,	citizens	are	allowed	to	create	temporary	public	places	whenever	they	want,	without	needing	permission	of	the	city	council.	Through	its	disruptive	approach,	street	art	aims	to	communicate	directly	with	the	public	at	large	about	socially	relevant	themes	(Young	and	Young,	2013).		








Figure 8.3 Projection bombing a neighborhood with visualization. 
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Projection bombing with visualization In	the	second	case	study,	we	used	a	mobile	video	projection	to	‘bomb’	different	(urban)	surfaces	(see	Figure	8.3).	The	data	was	based	on	a	top	five	of	issues	that	were	trending	in	that	certain	neighborhood,	according	to	a	local	survey	in	2012	(Wynants,	2012).	The	overall	goals	of	the	intervention	were	to	inform	residents	on	the	actual	situation	on	several	of	the	trending	issues,	to	encourage	them	to	reflect	on	the	concerns,	and	to	trigger	social	discussions	in	the	neighbourhood.	The	data	was	collected	from	the	local	government	(Antwerp,	2014)	and	visualized	it	as	a	star	graph	with	9	data	dimensions,	i.e.	income,	green	area,	health,	migration,	foreign	born	citizens,	illegal	dumping,	amount	of	retail,	contact	with	neighbours,	leisure	time	
and	average	age,	which	each	was	depicted	as	a	distinct	starburst	graphic.	The	main	visualization	revealed	several	statistics	of	the	local	neighbourhood.	This	representation	was	contrasted	by	8	smaller	star	graphs,	each	representing	the	same	data	for	8	nearby	neighbourhoods	of	the	same	city.	Three	notable	qualitative	quotes	of	locals	concerning	one	of	the	issues	were	shown	to	illustrate	the	local	relevance	of	the	data	shown,	e.g.	“This	area	might	become	to	expensive	for	the	
common	man”.	The	starburst	visualization	and	the	quotes	were	alternated	by	use	of	animated	transitions,	while	the	data	source	was	clearly	visible	on	the	projection.	We	used	a	mobile	projector	unit	powered	by	means	of	a	car	battery,	a	car,	a	Raspberry	Pi	and	a	projector.	The	projection	was	particularly	noticeable	because	of	its	approximate	3	by	3	meters	physical	size,	and	its	non-trivial	placement	in	the	urban	environment.	We	never	announced	when	and	where	we	would	deploy	a	projection,	and	were	sometimes	present	in	multiple	areas	during	a	single	evening.	We	projected	on	an	abandoned	factory,	which	is	surrounded	by	café’s	and	restaurants	in	the	middle	of	the	neighborhood.	In	a	couple	of	months,	this	factory	will	be	demolished,	raising	concerns	with	the	locals	about	the	new	destination	of	this	space.	For	those	who	were	aware	of	this	issue,	the	visualization	seemed	to	engage	with	this	concern,	as	some	
Figure 8.4 Two passers-by interacting with Sight on Local Data, inserting 
a Plexiglas plate with one dataset in the telescope. 
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data	dimensions	dealt	with	opportunities	for	redevelopment,	i.e.	the	little	amount	of	green	area	and	the	unequal	distribution	of	income.	However,	the	visualization	was	always	comprehensible,	relevant	and	meaningful	without	local	knowledge	of	this	issue.			
Sight on Local Data In	a	third	case	study,	we	designed	a	street	art	installation	for	the	city	of	Leuven,	Belgium,	which	we	installed	during	a	one-day	trial	run	(Figure	8.4).	Here,	we	did	not	depart	from	an	existing	local	issue,	as	we	wanted	to	explore	what	citizens	were	interested	in	through	offering	them	a	range	of	datasets.	The	general	purpose	of	our	design	was	to	allow	citizens	to	explore	their	city	from	a	data-centric	perspective,	and	encourage	them	to	find	meaningful	connections	across	the	data	and	statistics	shown.			The	physical	appearance	of	this	installation	was	reminiscent	of	a	preliminary	prototype;	it	did	not	look	polished,	but	rather	accentuated	the	typical	bottom-up,	DIY	character	of	a	temporary	intervention.	Its	physical	design	resembled	an	urban	telescope,	which	sufficiently	familiar	yet	strange	to	entice	passers-by	to	look	through.	The	exterior	of	the	installation	was	1.80	meters	high,	0.30	meters	wide	and	0.60	meters	deep.	Within	the	installation,	people	were	invited	to	explore	ten	different	datasets,	such	as	birth	rate,	number	of	inhabitants,	unemployment	rate,	people	receiving	benefits,	disadvantaged	people,	number	of	parks,	number	of	waste,	income,	energy	use,	and	CO2	emissions.	We	generated	a	time	series	line	chart	for	each	dataset,	ranging	from	2003	until	2011,	which	were	normalized	so	they	could	be	accurately	compared.	The	graph	lines	were	engraved	on	transparent	Plexiglas	(30	x	30	cm)	plates.	Each	plate	stated	the	title	of	its	dataset	and	its	information	source.	The	telescope	itself	featured	3	slots,	which	allowed	users	to	insert	plates,	look	through	the	telescope	with	the	inserted	transparent	plates,	and	subsequently	compare	a	maximum	of	3	datasets.	None	of	the	visualizations	stated	where	the	data	originated	from,	which	resulted	in	some	ambiguous	reflections	(e.g.	is	it	data	about	the	country	in	general,	
the	province	or	the	city?).	However,	the	obvious	telescope	metaphor	encouraged	passers-by	to	further	interpret	the	environmental	context	and	connect	the	visualization	to	the	environment	it	was	situated	in.			
Rhetoric Strategies The	following	rhetoric	strategies	are	based	on	existing	research	on	street	art	rhetoric	(Borghini,	Visconti,	Anderson	and	Sherry,	2010).	By	applying	them	to	our	own	case	studies,	we	aim	to	formulate	novel	rhetoric	strategies	for	public	visualization,	and reflect on how visualization 












Manipulating existing meanings The	third	strategy	challenges	the	meanings	that	are	given	to	everyday	objects	in	public	space.	For	example,	trivial	urban	elements	as	asphalt	can	become	a	striking	information	carrier	(Bird	and	Rogers,	2010),	or	a	trash	can	turn	into	a	skate	ramp	(Santiago,	2005).	Street	art	emphasizes	the	unexpected	opportunities	that	arise	from	urban	environments,	i.e.	often	forgotten,	invisible	media,	to	make	noticeable,	add	surprise	or	elicit	curiosity.	Thereby,	street	art	tends	to	disrupt	familiar	conditions	to	encourage	citizens	to	explore	new	interpretations,	meanings	and	opportunities.	For	example	in	2005,	urban	art	and	design	collective	Rebar	turned	an	existing	parking	space	into	a	temporary	park	-	complete	with	grass,	picnic	blankets	and	chairs	-	in	order	to	question	the	existing	meaning	of	public	spaces,	and	in	extent,	question	the	political	conditions	on	the	freedom	of	using	public	space	(Rebar,	2005).			Deploying	this	strategy	for	a	public	visualization	can	trigger	initial	curiosity	and	sustained	interest.	In	Street	Infographics,	passers-by	noticed	how	something	within	their	familiar	environment	had	changed	(i.e.	an	enlarged	street	sign),	which	attracted	their	attention	and	made	them	curious	(Claes	and	Vande	Moere,	2013).	Furthermore,	the	strategy	can	also	be	used	as	a	means	to	seize	the	existing	environment	as	an	additional,	situated	layer	of	information.	This	way,	the	design	of	a	visualization	can	be	simplified	by	deleting	excess	information,	such	as	specific	data	dimensions,	legends	or	data	sources.	In	Street	Infographics,	the	installation	did	not	explicitly	state	in	what	context	the	data	should	be	interpreted,	yet	the	well-considered	placement	of	the	signs	on	multiple	locations	clarified	this.	However,	some	onlookers	also	questioned	the	intentions	of	the	signs;	whether	it	was	an	act	of	propaganda,	an	artistic	expression	or	governmental	communication	(Claes	and	Vande	Moere,	2013).	The	ambiguous	design	approach	encouraged	people	to	interpret	the	information,	reflect	upon	the	issues	and	form	their	own	opinion	on	them.	After	all,	well-considered	ambiguous	design	has	the	power	to	empower	people	to	actively	participate	in	the	sense	making	(Gaver,	Beaver	and	Benford,	2003).		The	manipulation	of	existing	meanings	is	a	rhetoric	strategy	that	exploits	the	presence	of	familiar	yet	often	unconventional	media,	such	as	those	commonly	available	in	the	environment,	in	order	to	be	noticed	and	trigger	curiosity.	Secondly,	this	strategy	encourages	users	to	reflect	upon	the	underlying	meanings	of	known	elements,	which	can	add	an	additional	layer	of	interpretation	to	the	visualization.	Therefore,	manipulating	existing	meanings	with	the	situated	representation	of	information	can	stimulate	critical	views	or	question	common	interpretations.		
Ambiguous signs of authorship Due	to	its	illegal	character,	street	art	is	often	anonymous.	However,	some	street	artists	recognize	each	other’s	style	in	order	to	identify	authors.	Banksy,	for	example,	has	been	credited	for	a	
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number	of	pieces,	yet	he	never	signed	them.	The	ambiguous	nature	of	ownership	of	street	art	pushed	the	pieces	to	be	‘really’	public,	i.e.	as	art	that	is	not	owned	or	claimed	by	anyone	but	offered	to	the	public	at	large	to	own	and	even	appropriate	it,	of	the	art	itself	as	well	as	the	message	it	conveys.	
Rather	than	focusing	on	or	identifying	the	author	–	or	designer	–	public	visualization	should	be	concerned	about	presenting	the	data	source	as	objectively	as	possible	(Hullman	and	Diakopoulos,	2011).	Such data provenance strategies can include the citing and/or linking of data 
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